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The Open Science Initiative (OSI) is a global 
effort to improve the future of science, 
discovery and society by opening vast new 
troves of research information to researchers, 
educators, policymakers and the public. The main 
initial focus of OSI is to reform the scholarly publishing system. 
Two important side tracks are to find answers to key questions 
in scholarly publishing, and also investigate building the world’s 
first all-scholarship repository.
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Why journals? Scholarly journals are the backbone 
of science communication and discovery, and have 
been for centuries. However, for the past 20 years or 
so—roughly coinciding with the growth of the Inter-
net—the scholarly publishing system has been under 
a tremendous and increasing amount of stress due 
to rapidly increasing subscription prices, rapid pro-
liferation in the number of journals being published, 
distorted publishing incentives in academia, lax edi-
torial oversight, massive escalation in the global rate 
of knowledge production, changing communication 
patterns and expectations in our society, the emer-
gence of open access as a compelling model of free 
and open information access, and a wide array of oth-
er important factors. This stress is particularly affect-
ing access to medical research information today, and 
particularly in the developing world.
The National Science Communication Institute (nSCI) 
hosted a conference in late 2013 to explore the broad 
outlines of this issue. The proceedings of this confer-
ence are available online at bit.ly/1zkx6PJ. 
In early September of 2014, nSCI recruited and or-
ganized over 100 thought-leaders from around the 
world into a three month long online conversation—
named the Open Science Initiative (OSI) working 
group—to begin looking into viable ways to reform 
the scholarly publishing system. The transcripts of 
this conversation have been preserved and are sum-
marized herein.
What are the problems with the current system of 
scholarly publishing? What are the different perspec-
tives on these problems? What are some possible so-
lutions? What should our goals and our guiding ob-
jectives be regarding improving access to research 
information? Should we even bother worrying about 
this issue (is the current state of affairs adequate)? 
What would a future with more open science look 
like? What might a future without more open science 
look like? How do we get from where we are now to 
where we need to be, considering there are so many 
competing interests and entrenched positions? Why 
might it be important to act now?
The OSI working group discussed these issues and 
many others at length. The group also made these 
three important recommendations (the first two be-
ing majority viewpoints):
1. Convene an annual series of high-level confer-
ences between all key stakeholders over the next 
10 years to discuss, implement, adjust, and track 
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feel that creating the world’s first all-scholarship 
repository will need to be a precursor to truly 
comprehensive journal reform, and creating it the 
right way may end up having a greater impact on 
science discovery than anything ever attempted 
to date.
As we push forward with this initiative, the OSI group 
will need the following kinds of help: Broad buy-in 
and participation from research agencies, companies 
and institutions; more input and perspective from 
publishers, research institutions, government agen-
cies, the public, and other stakeholders; subject mat-
ter expertise (such as programming, database con-
struction, user interface design, customer experience, 
and so on), hardware/hosting support, data integra-
tion support, conference support (facility support, lo-
gistics, etc.); outreach/PR expertise; and finally, back-
ing by policymakers and major funders. Building this 
support base will be the only way to achieve effective 
and long-term sustainable reform.
The budget for the first conference will range be-
tween $150k and $500k depending on how many of 
the costs we can cover for participants (more cover-
age is better—we don’t want people declining our 
invite on account of budget reasons). The repository 
effort can begin modestly but will eventually require 
millions of dollars annually, although much of the 
eventual operating cost can be recouped through 
sponsor support, advertising, and value-added ser-
vices. A start-up budget of $10 million would help 
get a critical mass of experts working full-time on this 
project right away.
This initiative already has a broad range of stakehold-
er support, but as we move forward we want to make 
sure that everyone has a seat at the table and also 
make it clear that we’re not just spinning our wheels 
to produce another white paper for discussion. OSI, 
nSCI, UNESCO, LANL, and others have committed to 
undertake an effort to actually shape the future of 
how we as a society value, share and use science. Care 
to join us?
major reforms to the scholarly publishing system. 
The first conference is currently being planned 
for early 2016. The delegate list will be an invited 
group of 200 decision-makers representing every 
major stakeholder group in scholarly publishing, 
participating with the understanding that they 
will try to reach an agreement on the future of 
scholarly publishing and will then work to help im-
plement this agreement. The United Nations will 
be backing these conferences (through UNESCO) 
and will help mobilize broad and ongoing inter-
national support, participation, and funding. Very 
broad participation from US stakeholders—pub-
lishers, authors, federal agencies, companies who 
use research, institutions that produce research, 
and more—is critical to getting this effort up and 
running. While scientific research is certainly a 
global interest and enterprise, the US is the larg-
est single producer and consumer of this research 
information, so without strong US participation, 
global adoption will be difficult to achieve.
2. Find answers to key questions related to reform, 
as detailed in the summary document. What do 
we really mean by “publishing” today? Are self-
archiving mandates practical? Are impact factors 
accurate? Do embargoes serve the public inter-
est? Are there better ways to conduct peer review? 
Why isn’t open access growing faster? These and 
many other questions have been identified in this 
report as starting points for discussion.
3. Investigate the possibility of constructing the 
world’s first all-scholarship repository (ASR). 
Our initial discussion regarding this repository is 
included in Annex 4. Conversations are currently 
ongoing on this matter. The Department of En-
ergy’s Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) will 
explore building the prototype ASR (LANL also 
created arXiv). We are currently preparing a brief-
ing paper for the White House Office of Science 
and Technology Policy so they can align upcom-
ing federal compliance efforts with this reposi-
tory. A number of OSI working group members 
 ii
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But with the explosive growth of information available 
through computers and the Internet in recent decades, 
our rapidly changing societal expectations about hav-
ing free and rapid access to information, the continued 
emergence of many new research specializations, and 
the explosive growth of knowledge creation, the schol-
arly publishing system has reached perhaps the most 
significant crossroads in its history. Considering the 
speed of knowledge creation alone, we are losing our 
ability to keep track of information, let alone manage 
and make fair and proper use of it. But well-known prob-
lems with this system are 
also affecting timely access 
to critical research—particu-
larly in global periphery and 
other lower resource regions 
(see Annex 5)—as well as li-
brary budgets, public educa-
tion and awareness, public 
policy formulation, and more. Indeed, distorted publish-
ing incentives and lax oversight may even be affecting 
science itself in terms of quality and replicability. 
A group of experts from around the globe recently con-
vened online to discuss scholarly publishing and devel-
op a proposal for how to improve it. Coined the Open 
Science Initiative, or OSI, this group’s proposal, along 
with a brief summary of the details and various perspec-
tives discussed by participants is included herein. For 
the purposes of this conversation, the group defined 
“scholarly publishing” as the research output that origi-
nates from public and private universities, research cen-
ters, businesses, institutions and individuals, and ends 
up in journals. The group noted that journal publishing 
is a largely university-centric exercise: Most journal ar-
ticle are written by academics, even though most sci-
ence researchers work outside of academia (see item 1 
in  the first section of Annex 6). The group recognized 
that this view of scholarly publishing is limited; that it is 
far more applicable to STEM fields than most humani-
ties; that there is a growing awareness among scholars 
of the need to create different types of scholarly prod-
ucts (such as open notebooks); that there is a wealth 
of scholarship that, to varying degrees by field, can be 
even more important than jour-
nal articles and can be similarly 
difficult to find and use (such as 
government research reports, 
books, patent literature and da-
tabases); and that as time goes 
by, it will be important to un-
derstand how the complete set 
of scholarly resources and not just journal articles are 
produced, stored, used, preserved and linked together. 
However, the group chose to focus on journals for now 
because this is what science relies on the most, this is 
where the most urgent reform is needed, and because 
changing this system will create the greatest impact for 
science and society and will transition us from where 
we are today into a more efficient and effective yet still 
familiar and proven system. Whether this transition will 
work well for the humanities and social sciences is a per-
spective that needs to be included in this process. We 
leave the discussion of new modes of communicating 
science and scholarship for a future activity.
For over 300 years now, scholarly journals have 
served as a vital cornerstone of learning, teaching and 
discovery. Even today, scientists value and rely upon 
journals and conferences far more than any other knowledge-
sharing tools.
The scholarly publishing 
system has reached perhaps 
the most significant 
crossroads in its history
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The OSI working group is recommending three imme-
diate, parallel tracks of action: (1) establish a series of 
conferences between key stakeholders to reach a broad, 
inclusive, and sustainable agreement on the future di-
rection of scholarly publishing, (2) investigate the issues 
related to and the prospects of establishing a new, glob-
al, all-scholarship repository (ASR), and (3) conduct, com-
mission, or otherwise locate research to find answers to 
the key outstanding questions listed in this report.
With regard to inclusive-
ness, the conferences rec-
ommended by this group 
will include not just US and 
UK stakeholders but stake-
holders from throughout 
the world. While it is true 
that the largest proportion 
of scholarly articles are published in US- and UK-based 
journals (see Annex 6, Overview section, item 6), and 
about one-quarter of all research published annually 
comes from US institutions (same Annex section, item 
7), the network of research and publishing is a vast and 
global one. Changes made for US and UK audiences 
will need to address the concerns and perspectives of 
global audiences in order to be truly workable. Annex 5 
describes some of the unique challenges faced by schol-
arly communication reform efforts in the global periph-
ery and elsewhere. 
ORGANIZE A SERIES OF 10 ANNUAL 
DECISION-MAKING CONFERENCES, 
STARTING THIS YEAR
About three-fourths of OSI members 
advocated convening a series of high-level meetings, 
beginning in 2015, to reach an agreement between 
stakeholders on what the path forward will look like in 
scholarly publishing. This first meeting in 2015 should 
be followed by a series of annual meetings until 2025 to 
continue focusing on the details of reform, and refine-
ments to newly-adopted scholarly publishing processes 
out outcomes.
Given the range of issues and interests in scholarly pub-
lishing and the often-ingrained policies and practices of 
stakeholders, we don’t anticipate that a single meeting 
will immediately resolve all 
issues for everyone. How-
ever, the frameworks of a so-
lution are reachable, as this 
document describes.
In order for these reforms 
to be accountable and in-
clusive, a broad alliance of 
stakeholders should participate in and take ownership 
of these meetings, including faculty, publishers, librar-
ies, grant agencies, policymakers, administrators, infor-
mation schools, science communication groups, and 
scholarly associations and societies. And to the extent 
practicable, a wide array of groups advocating for schol-
arly publishing reform should collaborate on creating 
and managing these meetings. Getting this kind of 
broad input hasn’t been attempted before in this matter, 
but it is clearly vital, particularly in order to create an ef-
fective and long-term sustainable solution to this issue.
In order for these changes to be ultimately workable, the 
OSI working group is recommending to:
1. Hold annual meetings on this issue for the 
next 10 years, beginning in 2015. Each annual 
meeting will focus on updating stakeholders 
regarding progress, necessary refinements, and 
challenges for the coming year. Reforming aca-
What can be done? Action is needed, and reasonable  
first steps are within our immediate grasp.
Getting this kind of broad 
input hasn’t been attempted 
before in this matter, and yet 
it is clearly vital...
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demic publishing will take longer than one year, 
so accepting the need for a sustained multi-year 
effort is key.
2. Remain flexible for now on the best format 
for these conversations. One possible format 
might be a combination of congress and sum-
mit, where the congress consists of invited par-
ticipants from across the stakeholder spectrum, 
and the summit consists of selected leaders 
from each stakeholder community who have 
decision-making authority for their institutions 
and organizations. The congress would help in-
form the summit, and the summit would give an 
equal voice and vote to stakeholder groups.
3. Remain flexible for now on costs. The confer-
ence organizing committee has started search-
ing for sponsors, and at the time of this writing 
already has some interesting possibilities lined 
up. However, in order to ensure that this event 
stays on track regardless of major sponsors, ev-
ery institution should tentatively plan on cover-
ing its own costs for participating.
The main focus of this first conference will be schol-
arly publishing reform since focusing just on one sub-
issue, such as open access, will divert attention away 
from some of the larger context that also needs to be 
discussed. The objective of this first meeting will be to 
reach an agreement between stakeholders to: (1) im-
prove scholarly publishing practices and outputs over 
both the short-term and the longer-term, (2) create a 
framework and timetable for reform, (3) commit to work 
together to implement these reforms in a timely man-
ner and spread the new processes beyond the borders 
of those in attendance, and (4) monitor and fine-tune 
these efforts to continue improving academic publish-
ing outcomes for all stakeholders worldwide.
Specific actions may also come out of this first meeting, 
but the first and most critical outcome will be to agree to 
work together toward our common goals. It is important 
to note in this regard that these proposed conferences 
will involve university faculty members as one of the key 
stakeholder groups. Many open access publishing poli-
cies currently in place in the US have come from faculty 
and not from university administrations. Says Rick An-
derson, Associate Dean for Scholarly Resources & Collec-
tions at the University of Utah’s Marriott Library, “In an 
environment where academic freedom is paramount, 
changes in faculty behavior will mostly have to be initi-
ated by the faculty.” 
START SEARCHING FOR ANSWERS TO 
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
A number of research questions have 
been posed in this document. These ques-
tions should be addressed before (or maybe as a part of ) 
the initial conference—through original research, or lo-
cating existing research information:
1. What are the prevailing opinions among stake-
holders in scholarly publishing about what 
“open access” really means? Is it realistic or even 
necessary that all stakeholders should have the 
same goals in mind?
2. What are the economic impacts of “traditional” 
journal publishing versus open access publish-
ing? Are there enough data available to com-
pare these modes to other modes of informa-
tion dissemination such as books, blog posts, 
and media appearances? Deloitte and McKinsey 
each produced solid reports on the economic 
impacts of open data in the public sector (each 
showing substantial benefits; see the Economic 
Benefits section of Annex 6), but these reports 
did not include specific mention of open access 
publishing.
3. What is the actual rather than predicted impact 
of institutional repositories on journal subscrip-
tion rates? Embargo policies to-date have been 
constructed on the assumption that access to 
the materials in these repositories needs to be 
restricted (embargoed) for a minimum amount 
of time in order to protect journal revenues.
2
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4. Do researchers participate in the current system 
of scholarly publishing because they believe in 
it, or do they participate because it’s required 
and they have no viable alternatives? What are 
their true preferences when it comes to publish-
ing?
5. Are researchers getting what they need from 
the current publishing systems? Where are 
the satisfaction gaps in publishing across dis-
ciplines—with issues such as access, peer re-
view, embargo periods, replicability, and so on? 
Some of the surveys noted in Annex 6 (the Cur-
rent State of OA, item 16) hint at the answers. A 
meta-analysis of these and other similar surveys 
would help paint a clearer picture.
6. What factors are affecting the current growth 
rate of open access (supply, demand, available 
solutions, incentives, and so on)? Here again, 
a meta-analysis of current survey data would 
help.
7. What concerns do researchers have about Cre-
ative Commons licensing, which many see as 
being integral to the success of open access? 
Surveys have suggested low adoption rates, 
especially in the humanities. Is there existing 
survey data that can help answer this question?
8. What is the real extent of the information “un-
derload” problem around the world (a term 
coined by Stewart Lyman to describe informa-
tion paucity caused by access restrictions)?
9. How useful are impact factors? Conceptually, 
they drive faculty to publish in particular jour-
nals (those with higher impacts), which in turn 
skews the perceptions of these journals and 
therefore raises their impact value. We need a 
statistical analysis on the whole system of feed-
back loops that go into impact calculations—
journal visibility, press, perceived reputation, 
and so on, and not just citations and usage 
comparisons.
10. What is the current state of tenure evaluation 
across the US with regard to how journal pub-
lishing is weighed?
INVESTIGATE CREATING A NEW, ALL-
SCHOLARSHIP REPOSITORY
Institutional repositories of research infor-
mation exist everywhere, but they are not 
widely used, and they do not communicate effectively 
with one another. Still, the most prominent US, EU and 
global efforts to integrate scholarship rely on connect-
ing these repositories. This may be the right approach, 
but it may not be. The OSI working group has taken a 
look at this fundamental issue. Why aren’t we building 
a single warehouse of global scholarship that research-
ers can search, integrate and mine? Is it unrealistic to 
consider this approach? The group is neither endors-
ing nor dismissing this approach, simply noting it as an 
idea worth more (a splinter group of OSI members has 
already started this task). A summary of the detailed 
conversation held by the group on the all-scholarship 
repository issue is contained in Annex 4 .
It is important to note here that scholars already have 
the right to deposit pre-publication versions of their re-
search work in institutional repositories—more on this 
practice is discussed later. Most often, though—and 
for a wide variety of reasons including inertia, habit, 
complexity, a lack of time, a lack of interest, a lack of 
awareness, concerns about permanence, concerns that 
pre-print versions differ significantly from the actual ver-
sions of record, and more—these institutional reposito-
ries generally aren’t used much (although participation 
rates varying widely by institution and discipline). So im-
proving repository use (whether existing or new) might 
go a long way toward improving the current state of in-
formation accessibility.
3
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What are the main goals of this discussion? What are  
the objectives and ideals we should keep in mind?
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Liam Earney is the head of library support services for 
the UK’s influential Joint Information Systems Commit-
tee (JISC). As Dr. Earney said last year in a report exam-
ining the future of so-called open access publishing 
(see The Current State of OA section in Annex 6, item 1), 
“There has rarely been such high-level institutional and 
political interest globally in the publication and dissemi-
nation of scholarly research.”
But where do we start? Science 
editor-in-chief Marcia McNutt 
suggests that in terms of iden-
tifying the ideals to which any 
reform effort should aspire, an 
effective scholarly publishing 
system is “widely accessible, 
filters the flood of information, 
and has indicators of quality.”
Within this framework, University of Kansas economics 
professor Joshua Rosenbloom suggests these four goals 
for reform, with a fifth goal offered by Rick Anderson:
1. share our own research as widely as possible 
(the benefits of sharing scale with access), 
2. ensure that we can find the relevant information 
produced by others, 
3. provide for the persistence of this information 
in a stable form into the future (print has a good 
track record here, whereas other media are 
more problematic than we sometimes want to 
acknowledge), 
4. identify and weed out spurious, incorrect or 
false claims, and 
5. provide for review and certification.
What about ultimate objectives? A starting point is to 
improve the discoverability, timeliness, usability, afford-
ability, and intelligibility of scholarly and research infor-
mation. The overwhelming majority of scholars already 
agree with these points (see the author surveys in Annex 
6 under The Current State of OA), and feel that improving 
access is vital to the future of scholarship and discovery.
Are there any other ideals to 
which we can aspire to along 
the way, setting aside the 
question of whether or not 
they are immediately achiev-
able? For most people who 
care about the open access 
side of this question, the an-
swer is yes, although not ev-
eryone agrees whether these 
are desirable or achievable. 
PLoS co-founder and leading OA authority Michael 
Eisen describes the ideals this way: 
1. Works of science should be made available free-
ly as soon as the authors feel it is ready to share, 
2. Assessment of works should happen from the 
moment a work is made available and continue 
for as long as it is useful, 
3. The process of assessment should be fully open, 
and, while there is certainly room for organized 
entities in this process, everybody should be 
able to participate, 
4. Assessment of a work is multidimensional, and 
involves issues of validity, importance, audi-
ence, ethics and many other factors, and what-
ever systems we have for evaluating works 
should be multidimensional, 
Our objective? As a starting 
point, it’s to improve the 
discoverability, timeliness, 
usability, affordability, and 
intelligibility of scholarly 
and research information. 
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5. The costs of supporting the science communi-
cation system should be borne by the entities 
that fund and otherwise sponsor science, and 
the economic system should be designed so 
that funds are never an obstacle to participa-
tion, and 
6. The form of publication and the infrastructure 
should be optimized to facilitate all uses of pub-
lished works, either on their own or in bulk.
Joyce Ogburn, the dean of libraries at Appalachian State 
University, suggested that one approach to take toward 
these ideals would be to create an environment with le-
gal, ethical, resource, service, policy, reward and incen-
tive dimensions that: 
1. Recognizes the value that scholarly research 
and inquiry offers to an audience beyond fellow 
scholars and researchers, 
2. Places authoritative information in the hands of 
anyone who may benefit, 
3. Allows for creative reuse and repurposing in the 
name of education and the public good, 
4. Encourages experimentation and reduces risk 
in order to test different paths of inquiry and 
dissemination, 
5. Fosters sustainability and scalability both for 
the traditional and the new, 
6. Exposes the research for examination and dis-
cussion at early stages of development, explica-
tion, and dissemination, 
7. Expands peer review and assessment processes 
and possibilities, 
8. Stimulates development of affordable tools and 
systems for analysis, interpretation, translation, 
remixing, sharing, archiving, etc., 
9. Spawns new organizations and avenues for 
wide engagement with the creation, discovery, 
use, and preservation of knowledge, 
10. Provides routes for more inclusive and partici-
patory scholarship, much like citizen science 
welcomes amateurs and enthusiasts to collect 
data and engage in problem solving, and 
11. Appreciates a multimodal system of scholar-
ship where many different methods, forms, 
products, and channels emerge and flourish. 
Examples include extensive use of images and 
visualizations, interactive knowledge products, 
collaborative collections of structured informa-
tion like the Encyclopedia of Life, multimedia, 
blended scholarship that incorporates both the 
physical and the digital, and infrastructure de-
velopment that makes new kinds or methods 
of scholarship possible (tools, instruments, soft-
ware, methodologies, algorithms, and more).
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So how do we support the goals of scholarly 
publishing as we move forward toward our objectives 
(with these ideals or other optimums in mind)?
And how do we evaluate that the changes we make 
to the current system are helping and not hurting? To 
answer these questions, and given the current state of 
scholarly publishing, some say we should start over at 
square one—that the system we have now is built on 
publishing realities that existed 300 years ago and that 
we would all be best-served by just rethinking this sys-
tem in its entirety. Others argue that given enough time 
and encouragement, the in-
cremental reforms happen-
ing now will eventually create 
a sustainable reality better 
than the one we have now 
but not necessarily much dif-
ferent.
For the past decade or so, open access has been viewed 
by many as the golden chalice of publishing reform—
as the most widely accepted and adopted approach 
that holds out the best promise for improving access 
to scholarly works. OA is best described by Peter Suber, 
the director of Harvard’s Office of Scholarly Communica-
tions and global leader of the open access movement, as 
“a kind of access, not a kind of business model, license, 
or content.”
OA comes in two main varieties—green and gold. Green 
OA refers to free, self-archived versions of scholarly 
works—the research articles that researchers and/or in-
stitutions can put on their own servers. Depending on a 
particular journal’s policy, green archives might include 
either pre and/or post-peer reviewed versions of papers, 
or even the pdf versions of final published articles (in-
cluding journal editing and formatting). Gold refers to 
OA peer-reviewed journals—the research articles that get 
published (as opposed to simply made available online).
The publishing costs of journals of all kinds—OA and 
non-OA—can be supported in part by author fees 
(called processing charges or APCs in OA, and page 
charges in non-OA journals). Exact estimates of how 
much support comes from pages charges and APCs var-
ies widely, but the majority of OA journals do not charge 
author-side fees while the majority of non-OA journals 
do charge (there are, however, important economic dif-
ferences between journal pub-
lishing in STEM fields and in the 
humanities, as explained in Pe-
ter Suber’s article listed in the 
Current State of OA, Annex 6, 
“Promoting Open Access in the 
Humanities”).
Also, these fees are higher for non-OA journals and high-
er still for high impact journals (although some have 
suggested that the charges of some OAs are actually 
loss-leaders—below-cost rates). Both kinds of journals 
can also be supported by society or institution fees and 
by advertising.
Only non-OA journals and “hybrid-OA” journals charge 
subscription or access fees. In hybrid OA, the publisher 
maintains a subscription model but an author may pay 
an article charge for his/her individual paper to be “open” 
in an otherwise “closed” access journal. The ownership of 
copyright may also be different—held by the author in-
stead of the publisher, for instance.
Both green and gold OA may be immediately available 
to the public (the latter upon publication). In most cas-
es, the published versions of articles cannot be posted 
back to an author’s or institution’s green archive. Gold 
OA journal articles with Creative Commons licensing are 
an exception here. 
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Given the current state of 
scholarly publishing, some 
say we should start over at 
square one...
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Against this colorful backdrop of green, gold, open, 
closed, hybrid and so on, the number of journals in the 
global knowledge marketplace continues to grow at diz-
zying speed (see the Overview articles in Annex 6), but 
not all disciplines have been able to keep pace in a man-
ner that ensures readability, affordability and access. 
Medical research in particular (in part due to increas-
ing specialization and high demand) has found itself in 
a precarious position of having much of its knowledge 
rendered unavailable or unaffordable for discovery and 
collaboration. As described later in this document, the 
number of subscriptions—many of them very expen-
sive—that science researchers need to keep current in 
their fields has grown explosively in recent years. Not 
only is this information voluminous, it often suffers from 
a number of usage impediments, including being dis-
connected from related research or its underlying data 
and analyses; inaccessible to non-subscribers for a pe-
riod of time due to embargoes; very expensive to access 
at the article level; copyright-protected by entities other 
than the author, and often-times, very poorly-written, 
and unintelligible even to experts in the same field.
The downstream impacts of these impediments affects 
more than just science discovery and collaboration. Ef-
fective public policy on issues like climate change is also 
a casualty, as may be potential societal benefits such as 
technology transfer and science education.
Different perspectives and tensions are driving both the 
publishing reform and the open access discussions, but 
what we must remember is that research and educa-
tional institutions (and their researchers and scientists) 
own the work everyone is fighting over. These particu-
lar stakeholders need an important seat at the table—
indeed, they need to be at the head of the table, and 
they aren’t right now. In a recent report by K|N Consult-
ing (Appendix 5, Novel Ideas, item 3), it is estimated 
that academic institutions pay about 84% of the global 
publishing and distribution costs of journals—by way 
of subscription fees, labor, editing, author charges, and 
other associated activities. The content and existence 
of journals as critical communication instruments be-
gin and end with these institutions—they are both the 
primary producers and the primary consumers of schol-
arly knowledge—so they need to take an active role in 
deciding whether and how the current system should 
change.
This scholar-centric reality is complicated by the fact that 
scholarly publishing takes place upon an uneven play-
ing field. Some disciplines, particularly in the humani-
ties, are experiencing less of an access crisis than science 
since their journals are generally much less expensive. 
Still, many subscription journals in the humanities—as 
well as monographs—are struggling for sustainability, 
and most of them are reluctant to make their content 
OA. Also, as pointed out by Colleen Lyon, Scholarly Com-
munications Librarian at the University of Texas at Aus-
tin, journals in the humanities may be priced lower “but 
library monograph budgets are being cut in order to pay 
for the large increases in cost for STEM journals. Since 
the humanities depend heavily on books, this ends up 
impacting the scholarship they have access to—not to 
mention the reduction in the amount of material that 
university presses are publishing, meaning it’s harder 
than ever to get a book published.”
Questions of access are also more pressing in some 
fields and institutions than others. Reforming journal 
practices for one field may end up impacting practices 
in another field by fiat, but not by necessity. We may not 
find a one-size-fits-all solution or model. Also compli-
cating this discussion of the reform of publishing is the 
fact that there are tens of thousands of publishers in the 
world with a wide array of business models and constit-
uencies. Some provide better services and produce bet-
ter products than others. Some fields are being better 
served than others. Some publishers are tied to science 
societies that scientists want to support, some are tied 
to industry groups that value secrecy over transparency, 
and others are devoted to open access. Some publish-
ing groups produce hundreds of journals, some handle 
just one. 
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This crossroads can be described as a nexus of four dif-
ferent perceptions about what open access is and is not.
1. The moral imperative. Not everyone agrees that 
society has a moral imperative to share knowl-
edge, or at least to share it freely, immediately, 
and without copyright restrictions. There are 
those who contend that research paid for by 
governments belongs to the people, and others 
who contend that the marketplace of ideas and 
innovation simply wouldn’t function without 
secrecy and the right to protect ownership and 
discovery. 
2. Public versus open. The essential difference be-
tween “public” access and “open” access is that 
in the public access model, authors or publish-
ers retain copyright, which means that the liber-
al reuse of content can be limited (or at least not 
as rich and instantaneous as in open access). 
Some advocates for freer information are seem-
ingly content to simply have more public access 
to information available regardless of price, li-
cense type, or timing. 
3. Who are the stakeholders in this conversation? 
Where are the disagreements about OA occur-
ring? A general observation from our working 
group (not backed up by survey data of broader 
opinions) is that there is little disagreement in-
side the core of the OA movement. Peter Suber 
notes that “the OA movement has been at this 
crossroads, or has contained these intramural 
disagreements, for at least 10 years,” and William 
Gunn, the Head of Academic Outreach for Men-
deley, agrees that “there’s also a general consen-
sus view that is held by pretty much all the major 
thought leaders and that serves the majority.” 
 
However, it is the position of most in the OSI 
working group that OA perspectives and poli-
cies among the broad array of OA stakeholders 
are fragmenting now more than ever, and that 
a widespread understanding and agreement 
between the stakeholders in scholarly publish-
ing is needed as soon as possible before this 
fragmentation produces undesirable outcomes 
for OA (or even regression due to confusion and 
disagreement), before more opportunities for 
discovery are missed, more articles get locked 
away behind paywalls, and new access models 
take shape that could ultimately deepen the in-
formation access rift between upper-tier econo-
mies and the rest of the world.
4. Where are we going? Different stakeholders in 
the publishing reform conversation have clearly 
different goals and perceptions, and these dif-
ferences are sowing confusion, inaction, and 
even hostility toward more cooperation and 
collaboration between researchers and publish-
ers to develop workable and mutually benefi-
cial solutions. The differences of opinion about 
the goals of OA are numerous, and range from 
questions about whether Creative Commons li-
censing is required, to what the pace of reform 
should be, to whether the end goals of open 
access include the elimination of subscription 
journals—the scorched earth model—or the 
fertile garden model of creating a world of more 
information that will provide vast new opportu-
nities for many.
With the proliferation of ideas, models, opinions 
and needs, scientific publishing—and by extension, 
open access—is at a crossroads today. 
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With regard to the public versus private disagreements, 
David Wojick, formerly a senior consultant with the De-
partment of Energy’s Office of Scientific and Technical 
Information, describes that from a policy perspective, a 
“bifurcation…has certainly occurred at the national pol-
icy level, with the UK (and EU) going for open access and 
the US choosing public access. Moreover the OA move-
ment seems to be largely silent on this pending policy 
schism. So…some urgency is called for, lest public ac-
cess become the default solution.”
Joyce Ogburn agrees with Suber that this crossroads 
isn’t necessarily an impasse—that there are various av-
enues and options available regarding licenses, formats, 
and so on—but also agrees with Wojick that public ac-
cess may be emerging as the settling point for the mo-
ment—that “this is as far as OA can be pushed right now 
under the current circumstances.” Ogburn also describes 
the efforts to pass the US medical research public access 
law of 2008 that ended up creating the NIH PubMed re-
pository. “I can attest to how hard it was to get public 
access,” says Ogburn. “It took a lot of time, alliances, and 
compromises to achieve this step. Pushing for total OA 
was not feasible at that time.” Adds Wojick, “There is a 
very real danger that US public access is not just a small 
step, rather it is the last step. Once established, US policy 
will be very hard to change and it is a potential model for 
other countries.”
Not everyone agrees whether this bifurcation is real or 
imagined, permanent or temporary, acceptable or not 
acceptable. William Gunn and Jean-Claude Guédon, a 
long-time scholarly publishing expert and professor at 
the University of Montreal, suggest that this split, if it ex-
ists, exists only among those who are trying to imple-
ment open access policies and not within the OA advo-
cacy community itself. Further, Guédon is confident that 
the emerging public access model is only a way station 
on the path to full open access, and that in the mean-
time, having some public access is at least better than 
having no access.
Rick Anderson agrees that it would be an exaggeration 
to say that there is a “split” or “bifurcation” in the OA com-
munity, but that there is certainly a diversity of beliefs in 
that community as to what constitute suitable goals for 
reform of scholarly communication. Some groups and 
individuals see public access as an acceptable end goal, 
while other see it only as a step in the process towards 
OA; some see some role in the future for nonprofit schol-
arly toll-access publishing, while others believe that 
anything less than universal OA would constitute fail-
ure. Some are willing to accept embargoes as a perma-
nent feature of the OA landscape, while others are not; 
some hold strongly to the view that OA is not OA unless 
it includes CC BY licensing (or the functional equivalent 
thereof ), while others strongly oppose mandatory CC BY 
while still considering themselves supporters of OA. 
Wojick expresses reservations about whether the 2013 
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy di-
rective mandating public access is also a stopping point 
on the way to open access or simply an end in itself. “The 
OSTP public access program just extends the long exist-
ing NIH model to the rest of the funding agencies, so in 
a way it is a step sideways not forward. Once a program 
like this is established it is very hard to change, plus it 
can become a model for others. I have been surprised at 
the lack of objection to the OSTP public access program 
from the OA community.“ Wojick, who was part of the 
interagency work group that led to this OSTP directive, 
concludes that there is “no Federal sentiment that this 
public access policy is just a stopping point on the way 
to full OA.”
Anderson notes that this public access stopping point 
has not been limited to government agencies. “Every 
library that provides an institutional repository that 
does not require CC-BY licensing is also offering what 
amounts to a public access solution, rather than a fully 
OA solution. I’m not aware of any library that has plans 
eventually to require BOAI-compliant licensing of the 
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papers placed in its repository.” Guédon suggests that 
library policies are being shaped more by the fact that 
they have archives filled with copyrighted materials 
than by a reluctance to embrace OA.
This CC-BY licensing issue is one of the larger issues in 
the “Where are we going?” split. Some feel that open ac-
cess doesn’t necessarily need to be tied to Creative Com-
mons licensing to function well. Others feel that Creative 
THE CREATIVE COMMONS QUESTION
The Creative Commons (CC) licensing model is not an attempt to abolish copyright. Rather, it is a model that in combination 
with free access can maximize the utility of information and opportunities for discovery. Some see the CC-BY license (the most 
accommodating Creative Commons license, which lets others modify and redistribute work, even commercially, as long as 
credit for the original creation is noted) as an essential component of open access. Others posit that open access can still func-
tion without Creative Commons licensing, but that it works best when research can be both freely accessed and used without 
restriction.
However, the basic philosophy of open access has a strong orientation toward sharing, so CC-BY licensing is seen by many 
advocates as a natural and even necessary component of OA. This orientation is based in part on the fact that, as Michael Eisen 
says, “the standard forms of reuse allowed under fair use are clearly inadequate, and prevent many forms of desirable reuse.” 
Indeed, as Jean-Claude Guédon points out, “fair use” doesn’t even exist in some countries and/or it is considerably more restric-
tive than in the US.
In general, Creative Commons licenses are far more liberal than copyright with regard to these fair use limitations. Under US 
fair use rules, copyrighted works of commentary, criticism, research, teaching, or news reporting can be cited without the copy-
right owner’s permission. This use is restricted, however, when it comes to creating derivative uses of the owner’s work, using 
large portions of this work, or developing works with commercial potential. Therefore, in science research in particular, there is 
a hope and expectation among many that more liberalized licensing approaches will lead to more reuse and discovery. Others 
argue that since CC-BY licensing rates are currently relatively low (varying by field), we may also be witnessing a reluctance by 
researchers to “let go” of scholarly work with commercialization potential. Therefore, they posit that attaching CC-BY to OA may 
actual lower participation rates in OA.
At this juncture, an important question among many in academia and research seems to be whether it is better to encourage 
more public access regardless of whether it is CC-BY licensed, or to hold out for more sharing under CC-BY licenses. Perhaps the 
sticking point in this conversation is a lack of understanding in academia about Creative Commons. These licenses do not re-
place copyright. Rather, they work alongside copyright, allowing users to authorize the levels of usage and protection that best 
suit their needs. Instead of accepting a default “all rights reserved” copyright license for journal papers, selecting a CC license 
allows users to hold some rights and let go of others that may increase the reuse of their research (such as allowing free shar-
ing)—to choose a “some rights reserved” option if you will (of which there are six available, including CC-BY). Notes Paul Groth, 
Disruptive Technology Director at Elsevier Labs, “There needs to better education about the licenses available to researchers 
for all the content they produce. Many researchers are not aware of what CC-BY or other licenses mean. For example, CC-BY can 
be hindrance for data reuse by data integrators (CC-0 being a better option for this use-case).”
Setting the CC-BY education and acceptance issue aside for the moment, the case for more CC-BY may be easy to establish: 
open materials are used more often in the here and now, and the wholesale removal of copyright from millions of papers in 
the future to enable greater sharing would be an essentially impossible task. Therefore, allowing greater access now (without 
necessarily giving away all rights) at least allows for the possibility of greater future use and reuse.
One other important advantage of Creative Commons licensing is its potential to solve the “version of record problem” in green 
repositories. In general, only preprint versions of copyrighted articles can be deposited into institutional archives. The final 
version resides in the journal’s website (and often behind a paywall). There may be only minor differences between these two 
versions, but the differences may also be significant. With Creative Commons licensing, the versions in all repositories can be 
the same, ensuring that the large, interoperable repositories we construct will be more robust and contain the most accurate 
information available for use and comparison.
Public access repositories that contain a mix of copyrighted and Creative Commons licensed materials may contain a mix of 
these “final” and “pre-print” versions of papers. In this sense, the public access model may not be nearly as valuable as the OA-
CC model in creating reliable, authoritative repositories. OA is also not delayed—it is immediate—whereas PA articles are often 
embargoed for around 12 months to allow the publisher an opportunity to recoup costs.
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Commons licensing is a core requirement of open access 
and that real OA can’t happen without it. 
The CC-BY question is only one point of confusion and 
disagreement. Another is that different institutions, 
fields and organizations who are advocating for more 
open access—such as SPARC, ACRL, the Alliance for 
Taxpayer Access, Create Change, the IFLA Open Access 
Taskforce, OASIS, the OASPA, the Open Data Founda-
tion, Public Knowledge, PLoS, and the Right to Research 
Coalition, and others—have different end goals in mind, 
which therefore makes working together toward solu-
tions problematic. 
On the one side are those who firmly believe the goal 
of open access is to eliminate subscription journals and 
that subscriptions are intrinsically incompatible with 
universal access. On the 
other side are those who 
say the goal of open access 
is simply to make informa-
tion more accessible to 
researchers, not eliminate 
subscription journals. And 
somewhere in the middle 
are those who say this isn’t about open access at all but 
how journals and scholarly societies (who publish many 
journals) will adapt to change and whether we will end 
up seeing a net gain for science as a result.
“If there is/was a consensus” between these groups, says 
scholarly publishing expert and journalist Richard Poyn-
der, “I suspect it is beginning to weaken as the practicali-
ties of implementing open access come more sharply 
into focus.” Furthermore, he says, “many of the views 
espoused by OA advocates may not be representative 
of the larger research community. As such, the larger 
research community might reasonably ask: ‘Why should 
we accept that you know best and do what you say?’”
This disagreement has created more acrimony than nec-
essary, with those who see open access as being inher-
ently hostile to pay models of access either rallying to 
the defense of subscription journals (or requiring more 
proof that open access works), or hastening to bid jour-
nals adieu. The reality is that at some point this issue be-
came owned by the public, and in doing so, perceptions 
splintered and this splintering has meant that not every-
one who wants more open access feels the same way 
about the goals of OA, or even the meaning. There are 
now many “owners” of this issue and they are speaking 
with different voices, so there is a lot of misunderstand-
ing (or more accurately, different understandings), mis-
trust, confusion, and sub-optimal efforts.
Indeed, notes Anderson, “all of these entities are not, 
in fact, getting behind the same thing. The NIH and 
NSF have gotten behind public access, not OA. SPARC 
sees embargoes as something that should be allowed 
for now (as a compromise measure during what it be-
lieves is a period of transi-
tion to universal OA), but 
says that embargoes are 
not acceptable in the long 
run. By contrast, the latest 
revision of the RCUK man-
date provides structurally 
for embargoes of various 
lengths. Wellcome allows embargoes as well, and does 
not require CC-BY (though it encourages it), whereas 
RCUK does require CC-BY. And then, of course, there are 
thought leaders like Robert Darnton who explicitly dis-
agree with other thought leaders who take the position 
that universal OA is the only acceptable future outcome 
for scholarly communication. None of this is to mention 
the wide diversity of thought and opinion that exists 
within the global community of scholars, whose work 
is the lifeblood of the scholarly communication system.”
At least part of what the OSI working group is hoping to 
accomplish by publishing this paper and coordinating 
future conferences on this issue is to air these different 
perspectives and lay the groundwork for a better, com-
mon understanding so we can all come together and 
move forward toward more effective, more workable 
solutions.
The larger research community 
might reasonably ask: “Why 
should we accept that you know 
best and do what you say?”
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Finally, with regard to the timing of reforms, Anderson 
suggests that three broad categories of perspective 
have emerged in OA circles:
1. Universal OA Now: All scholarship should be 
available on an OA basis and without embar-
goes, and we need to achieve this reality imme-
diately or as soon as possible.
2. Universal OA Eventually: All scholarship should 
be available on an OA basis and without embar-
goes, but it’s okay if we get there incrementally 
over time.
3. Blended Solution Indefinitely: We should always 
work to expand the public’s access to scholar-
ship, but it’s okay if some embargoes, some 
traditional copyright restrictions, and/or some 
varieties of toll access remain a feature of the 
landscape indefinitely.
These categories seem to exist even where all are in 
agreement that OA means free public access plus the 
equivalent of CC-BY licensing. However, it’s also true that 
despite the fact that the OA definitions offered earlier 
have been widely accepted, not everyone who thinks of 
him- or herself as working for OA is working from the 
same understanding of what “open access” means. So in 
fact there are also multiple subcategories of perspective 
on this issue.
A fourth broad category of perspective—and not an in-
significant one—is “No Significant Change Is Needed.” 
For many, the current system seems to be serving their 
needs just fine, or they are skeptical of or disinterested 
in OA. Those who hold this view aren’t included in the 
schema above, which is intended to address categories 
of orientation within the OA movement. The OA attitude 
surveys included in Annex 6 suggest that about half of 
all researchers fall into this “neutral” category, including 
economist Joshua Rosenbloom. “Philosophically,” says 
Rosenbloom, “I think I can see the appeal of full OA, but 
practically I am not convinced that it is in fact feasible or 
that imposing it would indeed be desirable. Can we do 
better than the current system given the massive chang-
es in technology that have taken place in the last two 
decades? Certainly. But I would prefer to look for a solu-
tion that explicitly articulates and seeks to promote all 
the goals of scholarly communication, and recognizes 
that there may in fact be trade-offs across them, rather 
than pursuing a single-minded focus on open access.”
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In particular, is it acceptable for the OA movement to 
contain multiple perspectives? Some say yes, others say 
no. Recognizing as we do today that there are multiple 
perspectives on this issue, “organizations working for 
OA have an obligation,” says Rick Anderson, “especially 
to their members, to be up-front about what their goals 
are.” Some also suggest that the current lack of clarity is 
sowing confusion and impeding progress toward more 
OA—and going back to David Wojick’s concerns, that 
this lack of clarity may make the public access option 
look more attractive by comparison since its end goals 
are clearer or at least comparatively easier to achieve. 
But could seeking convergence on this issue actually 
end up hurting OA? To most in this working group, the 
answer is no. More clarity, transparency, and unified 
action can only help every interest in this effort.
But to some, including 
Jean-Claude Guédon, 
there remains a concern 
that if trying to find com-
mon ground in this de-
bate steers us away from 
an idealized version of 
OA—as a tactical, inter-
mediate move—it will result in a sub-optimal communi-
cations outcome for science (albeit temporary) “Perfec-
tion must not become enemy of the good,” says Guédon, 
“but the good is not good enough.”
Are there any other compelling reasons why we should 
drive for a resolution to the OA situation sooner rather 
than later? Of course. This initiative isn’t just about clari-
fying OA or preventing public access from taking hold as 
the default model. It’s about organizing our world’s ev-
er-increasing flood of information, storing and preserv-
ing it in ways the global public can find and use, building 
new and better analytical and discovery tools, and us-
ing this information to enrich knowledge, find answers, 
save lives, and even multiply the economic impacts that 
research and development is already so good at doing. 
Now is the time to reach an agreement and begin mov-
ing forward swiftly—not ten years from now after even 
more of this critical information has become siloed, pay-
wall-protected, and otherwise hidden from researchers 
and the public for another generation. 
And there’s the efficiency and effectiveness argument to 
consider as well, says William Gunn. “In a time of funding 
crunches, we have a duty to…make the case to funders 
that we’re using their funds as effectively as possible.” 
When knowledge is created and then not made discov-
erable and accessible, research and discovery obviously 
suffer, along with our funding efficiency and effective-
ness. We risk traveling 
down the same roads again 
and again without clear 
knowledge and under-
standing of what has been 
tried and learned in previ-
ous research.
Weighing these many different perspectives and con-
cerns, the OSI working group feels that the best op-
tion is to get in front of the issue of publishing reform 
and to help define the direction and solutions that will 
otherwise evolve without the considered input of all 
stakeholders. To characterize this approach as crafting a 
“grand compromise” is inaccurate. Rather, the approach 
needed here is to move forward together on the basis 
of advancing the interests that all stakeholders have 
in common—which at very minimum includes the ef-
fective production, communication and application of 
knowledge.
When knowledge is created and 
then not made discoverable 
and accessible, research and 
discovery obviously suffer...
What’s wrong with the current pace of change? Do our 
different perspectives necessarily need to converge? 
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WHY?
1. Why should we do this?
To lay the groundwork for a future where we can maximize contributions to, and use of (or at least the opportunity for use) 
scholarly resources
2. Why now—what’s the hurry?
The rate of information creation in our world is accelerating at breakneck speed. The more of this information that gets 
locked behind paywalls and copyright restrictions, the more opportunities for discovery are lost and the harder it will be-
come to unlock these materials for future generations. This situation is especially critical in STEM, where inquiry is increas-
ing becoming segregated into silos and separate streams of inquiry, and where one year embargoes can quickly dry up 
leads. Public access alone is not sufficient in science to allow for maximum information sharing and use, although it may 
be adequate in the humanities and some social sciences. Also, there is also concern in the global periphery that the current 
direction of reforms will do more harm than good.
3. What’s so bad about taking more of a wait-and-see approach to publishing reform?
The publishing industry is changing, but it’s important to get ahead of reforms and ensure that the changes include input 
from all key stakeholders and maximize benefit to the public and ensure equality of access around the world.
4. Where Is the proof this approach will work?
Open access adoption continues to grow. However, there is confusion among the consumers of OA materials (primarily 
academia). Many don’t understand what OA entails and how it benefits them. There is also genuine, fully-informed dis-
agreement in academia about these questions, and these include disagreements in principle rather than just confusion 
or miscommunication. Our feeling is that by injecting more clarity and unity into this conversation, academia can move 
forward together toward a mutually-acceptable solution, adoption rates will markedly improve, and systems for use and 
reuse will improve along with this increased demand.
5. How does the scholarly publishing audience feel about these reforms?
Most of the producers and consumers of OA (mostly academia) have positive feelings about OA. There is definitely more 
enthusiasm for OA among the STM community, however, than in the humanities and social science communities. A one-
size-fits-all approach to OA may be neither possible nor desirable.
What if differences remain at the end of the day? While 
a frank and forward-looking discussion of our interests 
and options will go a long way toward bridging the gaps 
in understanding, Michael Eisen cautions that there are 
those in this conversation whose positions are nearly 
immovable, but that these positions shouldn’t keep us 
from moving forward as a group. “As a professor,” says 
Eisen, “I am routinely asked to do things that are not 
necessarily in my direct personal interest in the name of 
some greater good. For example, I can not keep all of 
my data hidden away for me to reuse in publication after 
publication. I can not refuse to share research reagents 
with my competitors. I can not commercialize ideas that 
come out of my lab without sharing them with the uni-
versity and/or public. And I think this is another one of 
those cases,” he says, “where we have to accept” that 
as we create a new publishing paradigm with new de-
mands on scientists and institutions, some people will 
not get on board. But the group’s understanding and ef-
fort should still move forward.
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This conversation has many high-level 
questions hanging over it.
4. Where should publishing reform efforts be fo-
cused? Everywhere, or just science?
5. Who has the power to make changes to schol-
arly publishing practices? Do these powers 
flow from publishers, institutions, tenure com-
mittees, funding agencies, authors, or all of the 
above? Or none of the above? Is federal inter-
vention needed?
PUBLISHERS
6. Jean-Claude Guédon posits the question of how 
the commercial concerns of publishers may or 
may not be affecting the contents of journals 
and the orientation of research programs. Is this 
an issue?
7. What is the most appropriate role for publish-
ers? As Rick Anderson notes, “This is a tough 
issue, because while we might all agree that 
knowledge shouldn’t be treated as a commod-
ity, we do need a mechanism for people to be 
paid for their work. Much of the work that gets 
done in producing scholarship is either institu-
tionally funded (by the academy) or grant-fund-
ed, but much of it is done by scholarly publish-
ers who function outside of those spheres. A 
few of these are for-profit commercial entities; 
the great majority of them are nonprofit profes-
sional or scholarly societies. Is there a way for 
publishers to be paid, reasonably, for the work 
that they do that won’t constitute the inap-
propriate commodification of knowledge? Of 
course, not everyone will agree that the work 
publishers do is necessary, and not everyone 
who feels it’s necessary will agree that publish-
ers (as traditionally understood) should be the 
ones to do it. If we remove publishers from the 
There are also many specific publishing-related ques-
tions to answer (as noted in Annex 2), but these over-
arching questions need to be examined first (note that 
some of the research questions mentioned in the first 
part of the document were drawn from this section):
PUBLISHING
1. What goals should scholarly publishing have? 
Do we as a society have a moral imperative to 
ensure the timely, accurate, and—to the extent 
practicable—free dissemination of research in-
formation, or do the structural and economic 
constraints to the publishing process need to 
define what we can and should do with this in-
formation?
2. Do researchers and scientists participate in the 
current system of scholarly publishing because 
they believe in it, or do they participate because 
it’s the only game in town? What are their true 
preferences when it comes to publishing? Are 
they getting what they need from the current 
system? Where are the satisfaction gaps in pub-
lishing across disciplines—with issues such as 
access, peer review, embargo periods, replica-
bility, and so on? Some of the surveys noted in 
the Annex hint at the answers. A meta-analysis 
of these and other similar surveys would help 
paint a clearer picture.
3. What do we mean by “publishing?” Do we mean 
archiving? Or the value-added services provided 
by publishers (such as editing and managing 
peer review)? When we talk about publishing 
reform, are we talking about reforming the pol-
ished end products, the process, the profits, the 
mechanisms, the archives, or something else?
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of institutions and to the public (at least nomi-
nally; the primary customer of journals is still 
academia). But are there other ways to fund 
this enterprise that wouldn’t involve double-
dipping? For instance, the K|N report (as noted 
earlier) describes a plan for supporting the pub-
lishing process that involves creating collabora-
tions between scholarly societies, universities, 
libraries, and other stakeholders. Is this kind of 
approach too sane, rational or optimistic for the 
real marketplace?
10. In a related question and stepping back even 
further from the issue of who pays, Guédon asks 
whether our current perspective of commodify-
ing of science research is itself the main finan-
cial issue. “There has been an insertion of a mar-
ket approach to a category of entities—namely 
research results—that are not commodities, but 
rather elements of an informational infrastruc-
ture. If we define the task of designing a research 
problem as following a road made up of various 
papers distributed across many journals, we can 
see the problem easily: imagine travelling from 
A to B with the requirement that you must buy 
your way at every step of the trip in order to 
reach your goal.” Is the correct question to ask, 
then, whether our perspective itself is wrong? 
Instead of trying to justify new approaches to 
financing journal publishing, should we instead 
be questioning why research results should be a 
private commodity to begin with (at least in the 
case of government-funded research)?
OPEN ACCESS
11. What has “open access” come to mean as the 
practices and broad perceptions (and misper-
ceptions) about OA have developed over the 
years? Even if publishers and research institu-
tions decided to work together to increase open 
access, what would they be creating—or more 
accurately, what do they think they would be 
creating? A system that is completely free, im-
picture, then we need to figure out either how 
the work they now do will be done, or how we 
will move forward without that work being 
done.” There is also the issue of how publishers 
like the AAAS—scholarly societies that publish 
major journals like Science—will fare with pub-
lishing reforms. Whether we end up seeing a 
net gain for science in this case, says Anderson, 
will depend on quite a few additional factors, 
“including the degree to which science benefits 
from the activities and services that are cur-
rently underwritten by subscription fees. Bear 
in mind that most scholarly journal publishers 
don¹t put their surpluses (if any) into the pock-
ets of shareholders; they plow them back into 
the work of their societies.”
FINANCING
8. Guédon also argues that publishing is an inte-
gral and important part of the research process, 
and that “most research in most countries is 
supported by either public money or founda-
tions (charities in the UK). In other words, sci-
entific research has been subsidized from the 
very beginning (say the creation of the Royal 
Society in Britain in the 17th century). Why the 
publishing phase of research came to be treat-
ed separately and differently in terms of money 
is an interesting historical problem.” Should we 
be focusing on merging these two phases back 
together again? What would this merger cost 
(or are we just talking about shifting buckets of 
money around)? 
9. Is our current funding mechanism for schol-
arly journals fundamentally unjust? Many have 
complained that research funded by the federal 
government should not rightfully be repack-
aged by publishers and resold back to organiza-
tions from which the research originated, once 
again at the taxpayer’s expense. This is not to 
diminish the important role that many publish-
ers play in the process of bringing science out 
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ties. How do authors actually feel about Cre-
ative Commons licensing? Some author surveys 
(see Annex 6) suggest that attitudes are mixed. 
What are the underlying reasons? Confusion, 
a lack of concern, institutional influence, con-
cerns that aren’t being addressed, perhaps even 
ignorance? And once we identify these reasons, 
what solutions should we develop to help im-
prove CC-BY adoption rates, if this is in fact the 
right tool for the job? Will more education alone 
solve the problem? 
INFORMATION ACCESS
15. What is the true extent of the information “un-
derload” (paucity) problem around the world? 
Some have suggested that the price of knowl-
edge is too high, and that these high prices 
are creating knowledge scarcity, particularly in 
medical research and practice where access to 
timely information is critical and the price of this 
information is the highest. Access prices may be 
too expensive for small research groups in the 
US, unaffiliated researchers, and researchers in 
the global periphery.
16. How do we avoid replicating the usual patterns 
of exclusion in making sure that scholars, pub-
lishers, administrators, policymakers, and other 
stakeholders from the global periphery are part 
of any serious future attempts to reshape a 
knowledge system that impacts all of us? 
17. Are we satisfied with the current state of knowl-
edge preservation? There appear to be two 
main issues here: methods, and actors. With re-
gard to methods, Joshua Rosenbloom says that 
“In addition to ensuring wide current access to 
scientific information, the scientific communi-
cation system must ensure that this information 
is preserved in a fashion that is accessible to fu-
ture generations of scholars. Print journals are 
widely held in a distributed network of libraries 
making it unlikely that they would be lost. Tran-
mediate, and Creative Commons licensed (with 
the most liberal sharing form of license)? Or 
something else? And what about the open shar-
ing of data, source codes, protocols, and other 
research materials? Does talk about open access 
encompass these myriad concerns for some, or 
is a separate discussion needed? 
12. What amount of annual growth and progress 
in OA is satisfactory to institutions and pub-
lishers who need to gauge how quickly they 
should move and how much of a commitment 
(including time and money) they should invest? 
Is the currently slow growth of OA due to a lack 
of supply, sub-par solutions, a lack of demand, 
a lack of clarity about what OA means, or all of 
the above? Are more personal motives involved, 
like academics wanting to support (through 
toll-access) the societies to which they belong, 
or a genuine fear that green OA (depositing pre-
published versions of papers in institutional re-
positories) means giving away publishing rights 
or diminishing the value of scholarly work to 
a publisher? Or are fears about unauthorized 
commercial reuse, plagiarism or fraudulent use 
the main roadblocks to more rapid and wide-
spread application, adoption and acceptance of 
OA? Here again, a meta-analysis of current sur-
vey data might help.
13. As OA publishing continues to grow, how do 
we ensure an open access publishing system 
without financial obstacles for readers or for 
authors? Financial obstacles to publishing can 
be significant and can keep scholars from un-
derfunded institutions from publishing their 
research (particularly scholars from the global 
periphery and the humanities).
14. As discussed, many OA advocates see Creative 
Commons licensing (specifically CC-BY) as an 
important part of achieving full OA, but ac-
ceptance and adoption of CC-BY has not been 
widespread to-date, particularly in the humani-
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Sutton’s research (see Annex 6, Embargoes sec-
tion), the answer is no.
MANDATES
21. How can self-archiving be improved in the US? 
Are mandates the answer? A variety of concerns 
about mandates are mentioned in this summa-
ry, but some are more salient than others. And 
what is the likelihood of crafting and enforcing 
a federal mandate on self-archiving—one uni-
form, irrevocable requirement that all research 
be archived in a free and open location?
22. Do we need to tighten and clarify our use of the 
term “mandate,” such that it will be applied only 
to those policies that actually require authors to 
do certain things (see Peter Suber’s book on this 
subject, listed in the Mandates section of Annex 
6)? As Rick Anderson states, there is a meaning-
ful difference “between policies that require 
certain behaviors and policies that amount to 
statement of institutional preference. The land-
scape is filled with the latter, some of which are 
kind of disguised as the former...that say, in es-
sence, ‘You must deposit your paper in our re-
pository unless you say that you don’t want to, 
in which case you don’t have to.’” 
IMPACT FACTORS
23. How useful are impact factors? Conceptually, 
they drive faculty to publish in particular jour-
nals (those with higher impacts), which in turn 
may skew the perceptions of these journals and 
therefore raises their impact value. Has anyone 
conducted a truly rigorous statistical analysis on 
the whole “ecosystem” of what goes into impact 
calculations—journal visibility, press, perceived 
reputation, and so on, and not just citations? 
More on this is discussed in the next section. Are 
there meaningful alternatives to evaluating im-
pact, or do we even need to bother (after all, we 
can’t possibly hope to quantify the future im-
sition to online publication poses challenges of 
designing a robust and sustainable storage ar-
chitecture that is not dependent on continuing 
infusions of funding to preserve access to histor-
ical information.” Organizations like Portico and 
LOCKSS are doing important work in this area. 
With regard to actors, some have noted that we 
should avoid leaving preservation in the hands 
of private companies that could cease to exist.
PEER REVIEW
18. What is really needed from peer review, and is 
the established review process meeting these 
needs? The arguments against the current pro-
cess are numerous: reviewers often know less 
about the subject matter than authors, value is 
not always added, the review process is funda-
mentally unfair in a commercial sense that re-
viewers are not paid for their work (and the fin-
ished product is sold, with no royalties accruing 
back to authors or reviewers), anonymity is not 
always preserved, peer review ends up margin-
alizing creative work (which, in science in partic-
ular, is not what we should be doing as opposed 
to merely ensuring that work is legitimate), and 
more. Is there a better way, such as open peer 
review, or pre-publication peer review?
EMBARGOES
19. What public or scholarly interests are being 
served by placing embargoes on federally-
funded research? What is the impact of this de-
lay on discovery and the public interest? What 
other more nuanced options might we consider 
to address the wide variety of concerns on this 
issue? See Annex 2 (Issues in journal publishing) 
for a more detailed description of embargoes.
20. Is there actually evidence that journals have 
experienced subscription cancellations in re-
sponse to manuscripts being made available 
in open access repositories? According to Shan 
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pact of science). Would faculty be satisfied with 
an alternative system as long as it is recognized 
as reflecting meaningfully on the quality of their 
scholarship?
24. Altmetrics are often cited by open access ad-
vocates as an alternative method to measuring 
scholarly impact. How much do the aims and 
goals of researchers in the field of altmetrics 
align with the aims and goals of those in the 
open access community (see http://altmetrics.
org/manifesto/)?
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There seem to be many entrenched positions on 
this matter—from publishers, to institutions, to 
open access advocates, funders, and beyond.
However, the needs and interests of these different 
groups do overlap, and it’s clear that workable solutions 
exist at these areas of overlap if the various stakeholders 
begin talking on a regular basis about what to fix and 
how. The OSI working group is proposing holding a se-
ries of annual meetings between high-level stakehold-
ers to begin working toward our common goals, and ad-
justing our plans along the way as technology and the 
publishing landscape continue to evolve.
Pre-judging solutions will not be helpful for these meet-
ings. However, identifying some possible solutions 
might be helpful if only to note that a variety of pos-
sible solutions exist, and some of these may be quickly 
achievable.
THE ALL-SCHOLARSHIP REPOSITORY
For instance, what if we looked at the current process of 
scholarly publishing as really consisting of two distinct 
parts—sharing and publishing? As Paul Groth notes, 
“The decoupling of the jour-
nal I think will help us have 
the open content we want 
while highlighting the value 
of peer review and quality.”
Sharing research is simple 
in some disciplines. Most 
physics research gets imme-
diately posted to the free, 
open access server arXiv. 
Astronomers, computer scientists, mathematicians, and 
increasingly evolutionary biologists make heavy use of 
this system, depositing 7,000 papers every month. Im-
pact factor is irrelevant here (although not later when 
it comes to getting published), as is peer review since 
arXiv is just an open access repository and not a journal; 
a moderated system helps flag papers that might be of 
dubious quality. Licensing formats vary (all rights can be 
retained by the author or permissions openly granted 
through a Creative Commons license—see http://arXiv.
org/help/license). The common thread is that arXiv re-
quires sufficient rights to allow submitted articles to be 
non-exclusively distributed by them in perpetuity. At 
present, the total budget for running this system is ap-
proximately $850,000 per year.
With a new global system like arXiv for all disciplines 
(or by expanding arXiv to include all disciplines), all re-
search would be freely and immediately accessible. That 
goal might be immediately within reach and immedi-
ately accepted by stakeholders on all sides of the OA is-
sue. The advantage of creating a single repository is that 
it would solve some of the barriers that currently exist 
with institutional self-archiving, and it would also allow 
scalable solutions for metadata, search, visibility, and so 
on to be implemented across 
all research papers at once. 
The details can be worked 
out later, but the technology 
certainly exists to create this 
kind of system from scratch 
or leverage one of the exist-
ing systems for this purpose, 
and the operations budget is 
surmountable. Modest fees 
(perhaps based on student 
population) from every research institution should be 
more than enough to support the operation of such a 
facility (e.g., 200 institutions contributing $5,000/yr pro-
vides a $1 million annual budget), with any excess going 
toward value-added services. Notes William Gunn, “This 
Identifying some possible 
solutions might be helpful if 
only to note that a variety of 
possible solutions exist, and 
some of these may be quickly 
achievable.
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formation. Even the more promising works would still 
undoubtedly benefit from editing and peer review. An 
existing audience of institutions, libraries, researchers 
and policymakers would still need science societies and 
publishers to sift through and identify the information 
and research of importance, and to package this infor-
mation (including through translation and simplifica-
tion) into articles that are clear and readable. And these 
steps are not even addressing what lies ahead—tasks 
like making connections between research and research 
data, and creating other new information products like 
these for the benefit of scientists, educators, policymak-
ers and the general public. In other words, the benefits 
pie can greatly expand for everyone.
What would such an expanded pie system look like? 
Here’s where the real possibilities and options come into 
play. One scenario to propose for consideration is this: 
What if the journal world started resembling the book 
world with regard to competing for authors? Journal 
publishers may not have to compete as fiercely as book 
publishers for the business of authors, but competition 
still exists—authors seek out and often have choices 
about where they should publish. What if more market 
forces were brought to bear in this relationship? In the 
book world, for instance, publishers compete aggres-
sively for the business of the best authors and for control 
of the best manuscripts, using approaches that include 
royalties, advances, limited-duration contracts, deriva-
tive product development and more. Could this market-
place model be applied to journal publishing as well? 
The best pieces (of the most interest to their respective 
audiences) could be pulled out of this all-scholarship 
repository and polished up for publication. Copyright 
would remain with the authors, not with the publish-
ers, and royalties would be paid accordingly (to authors 
or their institutions). The most glamorous journal “im-
prints” would, of course, remain the most coveted pub-
lishers, but having a paper selected for publication by a 
coveted publisher would be less a proxy of pure merit 
and more accurately a reflection of some merit-market-
ability-interest metric (although some would argue that 
this is already the case).
is, in essence, what the OSTP intended to accomplish. 
They wanted to expand PubMed Central to PubFed Cen-
tral. This broke apart due to interagency politics and now 
each agency is to come up with their own plan. They’re 
overdue to submit their plans and so far only NIH and 
DOE are close, with DOE leaning towards CHORUS and 
various other agencies working on their own solutions. 
A university-centric solution is being developed by the 
Association of Research Libraries (ARL), AAU, and APLU. 
This solution is called SHARE and it is working with the 
Center for Open Science as development partner.”
How would the world be convinced to use a new all-
scholarship repository? And would it necessarily need 
to be entirely OA to be effective? Would authors still 
maintain copyright restrictions, for instance? An agree-
ment on how to improve open access publishing might 
include these elements as identified by Michael Eisen: 
convince, compel, and create. Moving toward such a 
plan would mean convincing academia about the mer-
its of OA, compelling them (through real and enforce-
able mandates, not voluntary OA policies) to publish 
using this model, and creating an OA publishing system 
that is attractive.
How would academia react to this effort? Would a large 
new mandate fly, or are there other mechanisms that 
would be just as effective (or even more so), like tying 
funding scores to the percentage of green papers au-
thors have deposited (as suggested by biotechnology 
consultant and author Tom Hopp), or creating new pro-
cesses to handle deposits on behalf of busy faculty (as 
suggested by Joyce Ogburn)?
A more detailed discussion on the all-scholarship reposi-
tory idea is contained in Annex 4 of this document.
EXPANDING THE PIE
What role would publishers have in this kind of a world 
where one vibrant pre-print repository existed instead 
of hundreds of small, disjointed ones? A big one. Some-
one still needs to comb through this mountain of in-
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was recently reached wherein select journal publishers 
will provide peer-review, editing, and publishing for 
most of the high-energy physics papers deposited in 
arXiv. Winning publishers were selected on a variety of 
factors, including article processing charges—a tech-
nique that froze out the field’s previously most presti-
gious journal. This arrangement was funded by up-front 
payments from libraries.
A straight-to-market approach for journal articles 
has also been proposed, using off-the-shelf tools like 
Smashwords, or a yet-to-be-invented iTunes-like system 
that allows for article-level browsing and downloads 
at $0.99/article. Existing resources like DeepDyve have 
made interesting inroads to this approach, allowing us-
ers to read millions of articles online for a $40/month 
subscription fee (although downloading articles is still 
a separate and often hefty charge). According to William 
Gunn, “Pubget, acquired by the Copyright Clearance 
Center, was pursuing a pure pay-per-view model and 
found that the market really best supports institutional 
sales at the moment.”
Finally, any business with high profit margins (as is cur-
rently the case in science journal publishing as a whole) 
is ripe for entry, even consolidation. So it’s entirely pos-
sible that a force like Amazon or Google could enter this 
market in a disruptive manner, either seeking to buy 
hundreds of smaller publishers and roll them into one, 
buy one or more large publishers, or start from scratch 
with their own label. Entities like this don’t need high 
margins and can further reduce costs by leveraging their 
existing technology frameworks.
CLINICAL TRIALS
One could also posit that a one-size fits-all system for 
all scholarly publishing isn’t necessarily ideal or the only 
way to think about the future. Clinical research, for in-
stance, is an area where reform is critically needed, and 
the arXiv solution would not necessarily be a good off-
the-shelf fit. What is needed in clinical trials is to disclose 
nearly everything, including protocols, modifications, 
recruitment figures and datasets (see the Open Sci-
PEER REVIEW
What would happen to peer review in such a scenario? 
Publishers would continue to offer peer review as they 
do today, but some form of peer review could also hap-
pen in the archive. A crowd-sourced peer review sys-
tem has been proposed (by Marcia McNutt and others), 
wherein the papers deposited in an arXiv-type of reposi-
tory would then be subjected to crowd filtering, review 
and comment, which would push the better papers to 
the top where these could be subjected to more rigor-
ous review and editing before becoming formally pub-
lished works. A journal of astrophysics, overlaid on arXiv, 
has in fact already been constructed as an example of 
how a system connecting repositories directly to peer 
review and publishing might work (see http://theoj.org 
for details). Biophysicist Daniel Mietchen notes that the 
Electronic Proceedings in Theoretical Computer Science 
(see http://www.eptcs.org/ for details) has already been 
doing this for years.
MARKETPLACE REFORMS
What other scenarios or factors might lead to the mar-
ketplace reform of journal publishing? Sales is certainly 
one area to consider. Journals aren’t really a big open-
market commodity right now—most sales are made di-
rectly between journal publishers and academic librar-
ies. Would more market competition help bring down 
prices? Since December of 2013, nSCI has been working 
with Amazon to investigate the groundwork of selling 
journals through the Amazon website and bringing this 
retailer’s considerable market power to bear in journal 
pricing, availability and distribution. Amazon is still in-
vestigating this matter, and over the past year has in-
terviewed many of the key players around the world in 
open access and journal publishing. A decision by the 
company is expected soon.
Scenarios that make publishers more of a client than a 
manager are also being tried. In the field of particle phys-
ics, for instance, where papers are already published in 
arXiv, a three-year deal (through SCOAP3, a broad alli-
ance of libraries, researchers, funders and publishers) 
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it addresses the concerns commonly expressed by au-
thors about current green archives—concerns such as 
visibility, sustainability, complexity, and so on. Issues of 
longevity could be managed across the spectrum by ad-
hering to accepted and emerging standards for digital 
archiving and preservation.
PUBLISHER AND PUBLISHING REFORMS
The consequences of a single repository system might 
be good for knowledge and library budgets, but would 
it also be good for publishers? Would it mean a reduc-
tion in subscription revenues for publishers? This is an 
issue that will require careful thought and further dis-
cussion. One would hope that a new marketplace would 
abound with new opportunity. For instance, publish-
ers will still have their work cut out for them in terms of 
identifying, editing, reviewing, publishing, and curating 
quality works, and they will no doubt also recognize the 
potential for developing an array of new value-added in-
formation products (such as data mining and other tools 
that work with the repository to analyze and work cre-
atively with the content)—which would diversify their 
publishing portfolio and also provide a much-needed 
and much-valued services back to science.
What other publishing reforms might be on the horizon? 
To start, should we think in terms of whether journal ar-
ticles are the right way to go at all? They’re difficult to 
produce, and as in the case of clinical research informa-
tion, they aren’t necessarily the best-suited formats for 
capturing information and showing how it is connected. 
Data files are sometimes provided but they aren’t con-
nected to each other or to the analyses. For the most 
part, papers today look just like they did 100 years ago. 
A number of interesting alternatives for showcasing 
the interrelatedness of information exist, such as David 
Wojick’s issue-tree idea (http://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.
org/2013/07/10/the-issue-tree-structure-of-expressed-
thought/.)
ence Framework for an example of how this might look, 
https://osf.io; see also the Immune Tolerance Network’s 
TrialShare site, built using LabKey, at www.itntrialshare.
org).
In the case of clinical trials publishing, we may want to 
think in terms of creating a brand new archive for aca-
demic knowledge (or at least a whole new format)—one 
that is flexible enough to hold everything associated 
with research and not just final papers. Creating such a 
system would likely be a tremendous benefit to science, 
medicine and discovery. Considering medical research 
alone, clinical trial results are currently scattered and of-
ten difficult to access; providing a summary in journal 
article format isn’t enough for scientists to really cross-
compare comprehensibly and with confidence. This 
approach also results in publication bias, where only 
favorable results are being published. Delays are a fac-
tor, where time is of the essence, so a catch-all reposi-
tory would dramatically speed time to access. Upstream 
from this, publishing could still proceed as with other 
disciplines, with the exception that traditional peer-re-
view systems may not be needed here, given that clini-
cal trials undergo rigorous review by institution-based, 
industry/sponsor-based, and/or network/consortium-
based scientific review committees (most often multiple 
groups with different areas of focus). This review process 
examines issues such as scientific worthiness, methodol-
ogy, radiation safety, data safety monitoring, and inves-
tigator credentials. Further, trials are reviewed later from 
a patient protection perspective by institutional review 
boards. Peer review may be superfluous in this case. 
Building a new pre-print archive for all scholarly works 
(perhaps with links to published works) not only meets 
the needs of clinical research, but it solves the problems 
of having hundreds of different institutional repositories 
with differing standards and versions, and communica-
tion difficulties between repositories. At the same time, 
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Many other models exist, including these two suggest-
ed in the K|N report (as cited earlier):
1. Having scholarly societies form publishing co-
operatives to benefit from economies of scale
2. Creating collaborations between publishers 
and institutions where all institutions pay in a 
certain prorated amount to help support an en-
tirely open access publishing system.
TENURE REFORM
As for reforming the tenure system, technology consul-
tant and former CalTech researcher Eric Van de Velde 
suggests a gradual approach that lets tenure commit-
tees try new approaches in a risk-free manner. Specifi-
cally, he suggests this: “Suppose, for example, that every 
senior appointment requires at least one scholarly work 
in a non-traditional form. Such a requirement would 
hardly be a hardship on candidates. It is difficult to 
imagine that such a requirement would harm the insti-
tution. Yet, it would guarantee that every senior faculty 
member has personally experimented with at least one 
nontraditional form of scholarly communication. Even a 
candidate who complained about that requirement and 
succeeded in obtaining an exception would be forced 
to think seriously about scholarly-communication is-
sues. I have no idea where such an approach would lead 
us. I cannot guarantee it would even lead to open ac-
cess. However, in my experience, most people tend to 
become open-access converts after studying the issues. 
Mostly, it is just a mechanism to suspend the autopilot 
approach to scholarly publishing for at least a brief mo-
ment in every researcher’s career. In addition, it injects 
the issue into the discussions of the committees that re-
ally matter.”
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There is a significant diversity of attitudes among 
stakeholders in the scholarly communication system. 
Whether compromise ends up being the order of the 
day or simply realizing where we can work together to-
ward our common interests, and perhaps figuring out 
new and creative ways to reach our goals, reforming the 
scholarly publishing system is an important task that 
may end up having more impact on the dissemination 
and sharing of knowledge than almost any other task 
we can imagine. The path we need to follow may even 
be reasonably simple and straightforward, and the so-
lutions may be rooted in simply reflecting thoughtfully 
on our practices, expectations and cultural norms and 
recognizing our common goals.
This change may be gradual and predictable, or it may 
end up being disruptive. Either way, the efforts and out-
comes may create new worlds of opportunity and dis-
covery.
Can we demonstrate conclusively one way or the other 
that reforming the current scholarly publishing system 
is important and that open access is the best tool for the 
job? No. Sound opinions exist on all sides of this issue. 
But the evidence suggests that without working togeth-
er to clarify this issue now, the information access situa-
tion in scholarly publishing is only going to deteriorate. 
Therefore, the OSI working group is recommending that 
a series of decision-oriented conferences be organized 
over the next ten years between all key stakeholders in 
the scholarly communication system. The purpose of 
these conferences will be to discuss the issues at hand, 
find common ground, and plan a roadmap forward—
and importantly, to revisit and revise these plans annu-
ally. Every key group in the scholarly communications 
system will be heard, and every group will need to take 
ownership of the process and outcome in order for this 
agreement to be effective and sustainable. Effective and 
And these stakeholders all have an important role in 
shaping the future of scholarly publishing. As such, they 
are all are charged with interpreting this system and 
turning reform concepts into reality.
Are they all acting with the same understanding about 
issues like open access, and moving forward together 
toward solutions that will work for everyone? The an-
swer is a resounding “no.” 
We have noted that the majority of authors are enthu-
siastic about open access but at the same time have se-
rious concerns about Creative Commons licensing (see 
the Taylor & Francis survey in The Current State of OA 
section of Annex 6, item 16). We have noted that there 
are open access advocates who are willing to accept a 
limited role for toll-access publishing or for public ac-
cess models or embargoes, institutions that embrace 
the self-archiving of research materials while others 
eschew it due to complexity and dubious benefit, pric-
ing models that work for some large libraries but cause 
information scarcity for smaller libraries and research 
institutes, some publishers who make open access part 
of their business and others who try unsuccessfully to 
create OA models their customers embrace, authors and 
institutions who have embraced the “author pays” mode 
of open access publishing, and those in the global pe-
riphery for whom all pricing models—on the author side 
and the consumer side—have been harmful.
Without coordinated movement and action, we have 
confusion, dissension, and outcomes that are neither 
optimal nor timely. Therefore, more concerted and con-
tinual communication between the key stakeholder 
groups in scholarly communications is a vital first step 
toward improving outcomes, and this is the key recom-
mendation of the OSI working group. 
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who is working in their field around the world, what the 
outcomes have been from various experiments, or how 
their study data relates to previous similar experiments 
—the data headers are different, units are different, 
methods of analysis are different, and more.
So gathering everything together in one place—like 
we’ve speculated about doing with the all-scholarship 
repository—might be an important first step in what 
may eventually develop into a monumental long-term 
project with significant impacts.
Practically speaking, of course, there are huge chal-
lenges ahead. Data collection and standards aside, for 
instance, companies and industries (like big pharma, 
who sponsor a lot of important drug research) and in-
stitutions (think technology transfer units) will want 
to play their cards close to their vests and not release 
information that compromises their future intellectual 
property positions. And public policy may become more 
challenged, not less, since everyone with a political axe 
to grind will be able to take this same data and misrep-
resent it (not necessarily maliciously, but just through 
inexpert analyses) to support their own viewpoints.
Still, on balance, the push for more-better-faster has be-
come part of our modern hi-tech society’s mantra. The 
digital natives entering science today won’t settle for 
anything less than broad, rapid, easy access. The prevail-
ing culture of science and academia will corrupt them 
for a while, but eventually the walls that prevent greater 
sharing are going to come down.  Having a process in 
place to facilitate this dismantling, along with a road-
map to ensure a continuity of quality and access, is a 
vital task.
The OSI working group is pleased to present this work-
ing paper, and invites your feedback.
Sincerely,
The OSI working group 
sustainable solutions to complex issues like this cannot 
be imposed from the outside—they need to be created 
by the affected stakeholders—and this is what we’re 
proposing happen, for the first time on this issue.
Ultimately, these conference deliberations may come 
down to a leap of faith—to the realization that we don’t 
know what we don’t know. Immediate and unfettered 
access to science data on a large scale has never been 
attempted, so there’s no expectation of such use, no 
traditions of such use, and no evidence. Even if immedi-
ate and unfettered access happened tomorrow, it might 
take years before science can start capitalizing on the 
potential. Pockets of science already do, of course, but 
these are the exceptions. “We can’t predict,” says Michael 
Eisen, “what creative people and organizations will do 
with the bounty of information. What we do know—
from countless examples within science and elsewhere 
—is that when people are given the ability to use data 
like this, they do amazing and unpredictable things, and 
that once they do we can’t understand how people lived 
without them.” Of course, absolutely nothing may hap-
pen as a result of vastly improved OA or the develop-
ment of an all-scholarship repository. But then again, we 
may see collaborations, innovations and creations that 
will change the world.
David Wojick suggests that “A little computer modeling 
might go a long way here. Modeling is not prediction 
but it does show what is possible given plausible as-
sumptions.” Research by Wojick and others has shown 
that increasing the contact rate might speed up science 
significantly, since increasing the contact rate is argu-
ably just what OA wants to do (see Wojick’s paper in The 
Future of Open Science section of Annex 6).
Even without accelerated discovery, it’s hard to imagine 
that nothing at all will come of this effort. The fact re-
mains that there has never been a systematic, rigorous 
cataloguing and indexing of science research over the 
years that enables researchers on a granular level to eas-
ily examine what’s been tried, what’s been discovered, 
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Exactly how many journals are there anyway? According 
to Michael Mabe in his 2003 study of journal publishing 
trends (see Annex 6, Overview section, item 9) there are 
wildly differing estimates of the number of academic 
journals because there are widely differing definitions 
of what constitutes academic publishing. “The main 
reason there have been so many varying estimates of 
the number of learned periodicals in the world,” says 
Mabe, “is almost entirely down to the simple matter of 
definition. What exactly constitutes a journal? More im-
portantly, what constitutes a learned journal? The most 
important characteristics of a learned journal are the na-
ture of its content, whether the title is actively publish-
ing at the present point in time, and whether the con-
tent has been through a peer review system to ensure 
its quality. Unless these key distinctions are taken into 
account when estimating learned journal numbers from 
directories such as Ulrich’s, erroneously high values will 
be obtained.”
nSCI researcher Marcus Lambert conducted a new count 
from Ulrich’s in November 2013 and came up with a fig-
ure of 30,796 journals, of which 26,529 were print and 
4,267 were online-only (using the search criteria: (“Ac-
tive”) Serial Type:(“Journal”) Content Type:(“Academic / 
Scholarly”) Key Feature:(+”Refereed / Peer-reviewed”).
Mabe concluded that the growth of journals has been 
relatively constant over the past 300 years, with an av-
erage annual growth rate of about 3.5% since 1800. 
This rate results in a doubling of the number of journals 
about every 20 years. This growth rate appears to corre-
late closely with (and be caused primarily by) the growth 
in the number of researchers. For every additional 100 
refereed papers these new researchers add to the jour-
nal universe, a new journal will be born.
Who publishes these journals and what are they about? 
As with the problem of getting an accurate count of 
journals, getting accurate breakdowns of journals de-
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pends on what’s being counted. The subject breakdown 
in the pie chart to the right is based on what’s covered in 
the 30,796 active and refereed academic journals listed 
in Ulrich’s as of November 2013 (according to Lambert). 
The breakdown in the table the right is based on a much 
broader listing of journals and publishers that appears 
in journalseek.net—some 100,000+ journals and 5500+ 
publishers.
Taking into account only the top group of 42 publishers 
from this list, who publish 100 or more journals each and 
together account for 16,825 journals between them, 
the top four publishers (in order, Elsevier, Springer, Wi-
ley, and Taylor Francis) account for 44% of the market. 
The generally-accepted figure is that these top four ac-
count for 42 percent. According to this source, the Chi-
nese journal conglomerate Chinese Electronic Periodical 
Services is the fifth largest publisher, with Sage coming 
in sixth. Both print and online journals are included in 
these charts, and some journals are listed in more than 
one category of the pie chart. 
Language profiles are also interesting. Some have ob-
served that the rapid growth of publishing in China sug-
gests that Chinese will become the lingua franca of sci-
ence. Others note that English continues to grow as the 
primary language of science when measured in terms of 
the science citation index. When simply calculating the 
percent of the English language journals appearing in 
the latest count from Ulrich’s, the result is 25,531 out of 
the 30,796 active and refereed scholarly journals count-
ed by Lambert, or 83 percent.
nSCI hosted a conference in the Fall of 2013 covering 
a wide range of journal-related issues. More statistics 
about journal readership, language, search patterns, 
impact factors, prices, distribution and more are posted 
online as part of the conference summary at http://bit.
ly/1zkx6PJ.
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PUBLISHERS WITH 100 OR MORE JOURNALS JOURNALS % OF MARKET
Other (24 publishers) 3,853 22.9
Elsevier Science 2,655 15.8
Springer (before 2015 merger with Nature Publishing Group) 1.759 10.5
John Wiley and Sons 1,484 8.8
Taylor and Francis Group 1,446 8.6
Chinese Electronic Periodical Services 1,307 7.8
Sage Publications 580 3.4
Emerald Group Publishing Limited 414 2.5
Bentham Science Publishers 375 2.2
IEEE 357 2.1
Inderscience Publishers 346 2.1
SciELO 330 2.0
Lippincott Williams and Wilkins 298 1.8
BioMed Central 293 1.7
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co. KG 288 1.7
Portal of Scientific Journals of Croatia 281 1.7
Japan Science and Technology Information Aggregator, Electronic 258 1.5
Cambridge University Press 256 1.5
Oxford University Press 245 1.5
TOTAL 16,825 54.6
Medicine and Health
21%
Social Sciences and 
Humanities
15%
Technology and Engineering
11%
Biological Sciences and 
Agriculture
9%
Government, Law, and 
Public Administration
9%
Business and Economics
8%
Earth, Space, and 
Environmental Sciences
5%
Education
4%
Arts and Literature
4%
Chemistry
3%
Mathematics
3%
Philosophy and Religion
3%
Physics
2%
Ethnic Studies, Gender, and 
Lifestyle
1%
Reference and 
Bibliographies
1%
Sports, Hobbies, and 
Recreation
1%
General Interest Periodicals
0%
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2012, leading to a concomitant increase in the 
number of articles produced, particularly from 
Asia. This increased output puts serious pres-
sure on traditional journals, who not only have 
more articles to shepherd through the publica-
tion process, but also more articles to reject (a 
costly process that creates no direct revenue). If 
these articles are unable to get published , there 
is a risk of publication bias and research waste, 
especially if novel or statistically significant re-
search is preferred for publication. 
3. Quality. The amount of growth and segmenta-
tion of research has affected quality. The edito-
rial and scientific integrity process (usually called 
peer review) is not uniform from one journal to 
the next. The complete and transparent report-
ing necessary to assess the quality and validity 
of research is lacking in most publications. Also, 
increasing pressures on postdocs and declining 
grant funds may be contributing to higher rates 
of retraction and issues of reproducibility.
4. Fraud. Outright fraud, while still exceedingly 
rare, has nonetheless also become more evident 
as the number of journals continues to prolifer-
ate. The possibility that unchecked fraud exists 
in some journals (especially to the extent that it 
may be driven in part by pressures to publish) is 
an alarming prospect since knowledge is built 
upon knowledge in science. If some of this lat-
ticework is corrupt then many research studies 
may need to be retraced and rebuilt.
5. Costs. Increased costs are yet another conse-
quence. Journal prices have been increasing 
rapidly along with the number of journals that 
A constellation of issues in journal publishing is affecting 
access to the knowledge produced by academia, particu-
larly in science.
Here is a summary of a few of these issues:
1. Rapid growth of journals. Since around the 
time of Isaac Newton—indeed, 2015 marks 
the 350th anniversary of the publishing of the 
first science journals in 1665—journals have 
served as the official repositories of and ve-
hicles for sharing research, and inasmuch they 
have been extremely important to both science 
and society. But journals have grown increas-
ingly specialized (driven at least in part by the 
increasing volume of and specialization in sci-
ence research) and their numbers have doubled 
every 20 years to exceed 36,000 today. So while 
it was possible for a biologist in the 1990s to 
keep current by reading a handful of major jour-
nals like Science, Nature and Cell, a biologist’s 
required reading list in 2014 has fragmented 
and multiplied into dozens of journals. This 
multiplication and segmentation has had con-
sequences. In some fields scientists now have 
to read 400 articles a year to stay current (see 
the nSCI 2013 conference proceedings for more 
details). Editors must sort through and interpret 
this ever-growing pile of science information 
to identify worthy research news for scholars 
(through their journals), and journalists—who 
funnel this information to the public—face the 
same challenge of sorting through a growing 
mountain of scientific research while their own 
newsrooms shrink.
2. Rapid growth of research outputs. According to 
a 2012 study by the National Science Founda-
tion, global spending on research and develop-
ment more than doubled between 1996 and 
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the growing internationalization of English (as 
establishment of English as the lingua franca of 
science), and also in part due to changing ex-
pectations about how journal articles should be 
written—the language of journal articles has 
become increasingly impenetrable. If greater 
cross-discipline and even public access is a de-
sired outcome of increased open access avail-
ability (and not all are agreed on the latter), one 
wonders whether the pressure to share more 
effectively will encourage a reform in journal 
writing standards.
9. Tenure. The link between tenure and evidence 
of published scholarship is old and needs to 
be updated to reflect new possibilities and evi-
dence of quality and impact. Career motives 
(pressured by more intense postdoc competi-
tion than ever before) incentivizes researchers 
to publish in the highest impact factor jour-
nals available. The scientific community needs 
to ensure that assessments don’t work against 
improving openness. To be clear, this isn’t just 
about tenure—it’s about academic evaluation in 
general, and as Jean-Claude Guédon points out, 
funding agencies are equally guilty of the same 
bias. Quite typically, for instance, grant propos-
als will ask for a list of publications “in major 
international peer-reviewed multi-disciplinary 
scientific journals and/or in the leading inter-
national peer-reviewed journals… the number 
of citations (excluding self-citations) they have 
attracted (if applicable),” and so on. This empha-
sis on “leading and major” outlets is pervasive 
in science in general—not just tenure—and it 
needs to change before the OA discussion can 
change (and there are, of course, quite a few as-
sessment alternatives available nowadays). Wil-
liam Gunn notes that NIH and NSF have both re-
cently amended their biosketch instructions to 
call for “research products” or other non-journal 
contributions.
libraries need to acquire, even as academic bud-
gets are squeezed. Libraries have responded by 
bundling and cutting subscriptions and mono-
graph budgets while smaller research organiza-
tions and researchers in less-developed regions 
of the world have been pushed into informa-
tion underload. Even single article download 
costs from publishers can be constraining for 
individual researchers and smaller firms, and 
are certainly not sustainable at scale for larger 
institutions—usually around $32 for a research 
article only a few pages in length.
6. Access. Most journals have copyrighted content 
just like any other book or periodical, which 
means research gets locked up for reuse after 
publication. In many cases, authors simply sign 
over copyright to journal publishers; they often 
don’t know they may be able to negotiate to re-
tain copyright, and therefore don’t try. In effect, 
research institutions must pay to gain usage-re-
stricted access to the very information that they 
paid to develop in the first place. Publisher poli-
cies continue to be highly restrictive over the 
longer-term as well, including disallowing the 
posting of published versions of articles even a 
decade and more after publication. 
7. Literacy. Information literacy is an issue that 
extends beyond the borders of this discussion. 
While journal articles are written primarily for 
academicians, there is also a broad audience 
of educators, policymakers, professionals, and 
interested citizens who would benefit from 
having access to visible, accessible, and under-
standable journal articles. Widespread and bar-
rier-free access to high-quality research is not 
the case at present.
8. Readability. Closely connected to the issue of 
literacy and access is the manner in which jour-
nals are written. Increasingly over the last 30 
years—in part due to specialization, in part to 
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10. Embargoes. In scholarly publishing, an em-
bargo is a prescribed period of time during 
which access to research results is restricted 
to subscribers. Afterward, the research may be 
made publicly available, at least for US federally-
funded research. The purpose of this restriction 
is to protect the revenue of the publisher. The 
established timing of the embargo is a balance 
between what constitutes a “fair” waiting period 
for the publisher before an article becomes free 
to access, and what makes sense in terms of 
so-called article “half-lives”—how long it takes 
for about half of the downloads of an article 
to occur. In 2013, the US Office of Science and 
Technology Policy, or OSTP, initiated a public 
access program to make federally-funded re-
search available after an embargo period of 12 
months. Many in science feel this figure creates 
an unnecessary delay and puts a brake on dis-
covery and innovation. Some in the humanities 
generally feel that this wait can be even longer 
(and in fact, the data suggest that a 24 month 
embargo may be fairer in the humanities—see 
the Chris Wickham interview in Annex 6, The 
Current State of OA, item 10). One academic 
association in the humanities has actually ad-
opted a policy urging universities to allow dis-
sertations to be embargoed for up to six years; 
in the UK, the allowable embargo periods for 
government-funded work are six months for 
STM research and 12 months for the humani-
ties. Are embargoes an unjust and unjustified 
burden on science? Putting a mandatory brake 
on the entire system of research scholarship to 
redress the needs of publishers—a need which 
has not been established to exist (see research 
questions posed earlier)—may not even be jus-
tified from a publishing perspective. See Shan 
Sutton’s research article on recent embargo 
practices (listed in the annex) for more details. 
11. Peer review: As described earlier, peer review 
has come under fire in recent years for not ad-
equately “protecting” science from fraud, for not 
adding value in all cases or with all journals, and 
for not promoting the most innovative science. 
Is the peer review system broken as currently 
constructed?
12. Impact factors: Impact factors today are a hot 
topic. While they may serve a useful function 
in scholarship, insofar as trying to visualize the 
flow, importance, and interconnectedness of 
research, they also incentivize academics to 
publish in certain journals over others, and 
this incentive affects choices that may need to 
change in order to improve open access. In ad-
dition, most of our attempts to measure impact 
lack accuracy (some newer measures are get-
ting better, but traditional measures are about 
as accurate as a coin-flip, showing no signifi-
cant correlation between measured and actual 
impacts; see the arXiv paper in the impact fac-
tor section of recommended reading). So if we 
need to measure impacts, we need to find bet-
ter ways of doing so—at minimum, making sure 
that the impacts we’re measuring have more to 
do with articles than journals. “Fundamentally,” 
says William Gunn, “reputation should accrue 
at the level of the author and the paper, and 
journal brand should be a reflection of this, not 
the other way around.” But we may also want to 
ask ourselves why we’re focusing on evaluation 
to begin with. Is it to improve science, improve 
publishing, provide ROI data to funders (which 
may also foster the temptation to fudge data), 
give benchmarks to tenure committees, or ex-
actly what? As with the publishing question it-
self, there doesn’t need to be a one-size-fits-all 
answer here, and what works best for evaluating 
interconnectedness might not be at all suitable 
for evaluating success toward earning tenure.
13. Open access. See Annex 3.
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There are also a few important issues in open access itself 
affecting the ability of this movement to expand. 
licensed (essentially meaning free to share 
with attribution, but with a number of possible 
variations). Institutions have embraced the OA 
movement with varying degrees of enthusiasm. 
Some institutions encourage OA publishing 
by paying for their faculty’s article processing 
charges (APCs) that help make OA publishing 
possible, some do not.
4. Mandates and OA self-archiving. Self-archiving 
mandates were supposed to solve at least the 
bulk of the problem caused by journal articles 
disappearing behind paywalls. These man-
dates, which have been around for about ten 
years now, were designed and intended to al-
low the open-access archiving of all scholarly 
works in their pre-print format—that is, usually, 
in an unedited and non peer-reviewed format. 
As Michael Eisen states, they are about “adjust-
ing the system so that the interests of individu-
als and the interests of funders, universities and 
the public are aligned,” but they are also about 
making people do what they otherwise would 
not do. Many journal publishers agreed to this 
arrangement, with the caveat that published 
versions of works (if a work was accepted for 
publication in a journal, which is not always the 
case)—which might differ a lot from the pre-
print versions or maybe just a little—could not 
be self-archived, although the peer-reviewed 
and accepted manuscript version could be 
shared. These “published” versions would re-
main under the control of the publisher, sold 
for a profit (called “paywall-protected”), and 
often be copyright-restricted as well. A quick 
review of the current state of self-archiving 
policies around the world shows mixed results. 
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These issues include:
1. Defining open access. The idea and practice 
of providing free access to journal articles has 
been around for decades, but it was clarified and 
formalized as “open access” through a series of 
initiatives in the early 2000s (such as the Buda-
pest Initiative of 2002 and the Berlin declaration 
of 2003). As has been discussed earlier in this 
paper, although OA has seen widespread ac-
ceptance and adoption since then, open access 
today is encountering growing pains as propo-
nents have developed different interpretations 
of what “open” really means. Does it mean only 
gratis (free to read) or must it also mean libre 
(free to reproduce and adapt as long as the cre-
ators are attributed)? Are embargoes allowed 
and if so under what conditions? What about 
author fees and subscription fees? How do 
these variations factor into the conversation? Is 
the line between public access and open access 
getting blurred or conflated in some quarters?
2. Perceptions. Publishers and their audiences are 
still struggling with perceptions (many com-
pletely unfounded, and some less so) of the 
“open” model. Lots of confusion and doubt still 
exists among faculty—about the quality of OA 
journals and peer review, impact factors, growth 
rates (i.e., whether this is just a fad), costs (article 
processing charges, or APCs), preservation (is 
print a more permanent medium than digital?), 
fraud (concerns about publishing in a question-
able or disreputable journal), and more.
3. Slow growth. At present, approximately 15% 
of journals are open access; approximately 5% 
are both open access and Creative Commons 
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For instance, hundreds of mandates have been 
attempted (about 350 total, one-third of which 
are institutional, and most of which have been 
voluntary, calling into question whether these 
voluntary measures can actually be called 
“mandates” at all), but the results of these ef-
forts have been mixed at best—inconsistent 
both in scope and in implementation from 
one institution to the next, and from one type 
of mandate to the next (institutional vs. the-
sis, program, thesis, or funder). Some man-
dates specify time periods, others mention 
specific repositories, still others require Cre-
ative Commons licensing, and the list goes on. 
 
Second, publishing analyst Steven Harnad esti-
mates that globally, the current level of green 
OA is about 12% but that this figure could jump 
to 80% if effective green mandates were imple-
mented. But what’s an “effective mandate?” 
Maybe not voluntary? A growing number of 
US universities are adopting OA policies, but 
virtually all of these allow authors to “opt-out” 
on a paper-by-paper basis. Also, even if new 
federal “mandatory mandates” were introduced, 
most US institutions of higher education are 
private, and most public ones are governed at 
the state level (and also at the corporate level 
in the case of for-profits). Therefore, it is unlike-
ly that Congress would pass a new law saying 
that “all universities and research institutions 
shall do things this way.” However, new federal 
mandates regarding information sharing poli-
cies can work if they are attached as a condi-
tion of receiving federal research funding (for 
instance, all institutions receiving federal fund-
ing must comply with an array of provisions 
regarding equal rights, non-discrimination, 
equal access, and more—Title IX, ADA, etc.). 
 
Finally, there are a number of problems with the 
current system of institutional repositories. For 
one, institutional repositories don’t always con-
tain the final version of record (and locating the 
final version isn’t always easy). Also, different 
repositories may use different licensing rights. 
There are formatting differences: Some prefer 
XML or HTML-formatted articles, while others 
rely on pdfs. Metadata is also an issue: All try to 
use a common metadata structure (data that 
describes the author, subject, content, etc.), but 
this data is usually incomplete or inadequate, 
including missing data on copyright status (the 
copyright holder, type of Creative Commons li-
cense, etc.). The most common metadata struc-
ture is “Dublin Core”—a set of 15 metadata ele-
ments that are not specific enough to be useful 
across a huge variety of disciplines. More sub-
ject or discipline-specific metadata constructs 
might be helpful, as well as better format stan-
dards and conversion tools. 
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“In October 1999 a group of people met in New 
Mexico to discuss ways in which the growing 
number of “eprint archives” could cooperate.
Dubbed the Santa Fe Convention, the meet-
ing was a response to a new trend: researchers 
had begun to create subject-based electronic 
archives so that they could share their research 
papers with one another over the Internet. Early 
examples were arXiv, CogPrints and RePEc.
The thinking behind the meeting was that if 
these distributed archives were made interop-
erable they would not only be more useful to 
the communities that created them, but they 
could “contribute to the creation of a more ef-
fective scholarly communication mechanism.”
With this end in mind it was decided to launch 
the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) and to de-
velop a new machine-based protocol for shar-
ing metadata. This would enable third party 
providers to harvest the metadata in scholarly 
archives and build new services on top of them. 
Critically, by aggregating the metadata these 
services would be able to provide a single 
search interface to enable scholars interrogate 
the complete universe of eprint archives as if a 
single archive. Thus was born the Open Archives 
Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-
PMH). An early example of a metadata harvester 
was OAIster.
Explaining the logic of what they were doing in 
D-Lib Magazine in 2000, Santa Fe meeting orga-
nizers Herbert Van de Sompel and Carl Lagoze 
wrote, “The reason for launching the Open Ar-
A variety of important initiatives are happening worldwide to 
integrate existing warehouses of academic knowledge (most 
commonly known as institutional repositories, or IRs).
The main issue with integration is that research reposito-
ries are built to a wide variety of specifications, utilize a 
wide range of technologies, and are generally incomplete 
(in terms of the information they contain, the recency of 
their information, and the degree to which this informa-
tion is accurately and completely notated). Tied to the is-
sue of integration, the ability to “hook” into different re-
positories and pull out information is limited and mostly 
results in portals that simply provide links to articles in-
stead of full-text resources that are truly integrated.
The prospects of improving repositories are question-
able: University repositories are generally not well fund-
ed and therefore may not offer a wide range of services, 
including metadata support or review. There also aren’t 
adequate incentives for depositing into repositories 
(and/or, there is apathy, a lack of awareness, confusion, 
and even disincentives in some cases). Goodwill appears 
to be the primary motivator at present (as the survey 
data bears out; see Annex 6). Therefore, the success of 
integrative efforts depends on the use and development 
of institutional efforts, as well as the ability to integrate 
these disparate systems into a single, usable system. It 
may be worth considering whether a better approach 
is to simply work toward building a single repository, 
perhaps with robust distributed capabilities to allow for 
continued institutional, community and discipline-level 
“ownership” and management of information.
The current state of institutional repositories is tangled, 
and yet worldwide there are a number of worthy efforts 
trying to come to grips with the issues and solutions. 
Quoted here is a portion of what Richard Poynder wrote 
about the effort to network research repositories in May 
2014 interview of Kathleen Shearer, executive director of 
the Confederation of Open Access Repositories (source: 
http://bit.ly/164kjDl):
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GLOBAL PROGRESS
According to Shearer, “There are numerous national and 
thematic repository networks around the world, which 
link repositories with each other. These have evolved 
based on unique requirements and mandates; are at 
different stages of development; and reflect varying 
levels of integration. Some national networks, such as in 
the UK, Portugal, Argentina, and Spain, are very cohe-
sive and have a number of robust services supporting 
their repositories. Others are less developed and unified, 
and revolve more around a community of practice for 
repository managers. Broadly speaking, repository net-
works can be characterized as having one or more of 
the following aspects: community of practice, adoption 
of common standards for metadata and vocabularies, 
centralized harvester, catch-all repositories for orphan 
publications, and other value added services. In addition 
to national and thematic networks, regional repository 
networks are being developed to connect repositories 
across national boundaries.” 
The La Referencia repository network in nine countries at 
present (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and 
Mexico, Peru, Venezuela and El Salvador) harvests from 
national nodes that in turn are harvesting from institu-
tional repositories. “The initiative,” says Shearer, “began 
as a project funded by the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB) and is now managed by CLARA, the organiza-
tion that manages the high-speed network in Latin Amer-
ica.” OpenAIRE is a project funded by the EC to develop 
repository infrastructures in the EU. OpenAIRE aggregates 
the research output of EC-funded projects and makes 
them available through a centralized portal. Shearer 
notes that “OpenAIRE-compliant repositories adopt com-
mon guidelines so that content can be aggregated into 
the central portal. OpenAIRE, with renewed funding from 
the EC, will soon begin to develop other value added 
services such as text mining and reporting tools, which 
enable users to better use the content and track funded 
research outputs.” China is also investing in the develop-
ment of institutional repositories and sees these as the 
main route toward open access, as opposed to gold OA.
chives initiative is the belief that interoperability 
among archives is key to increasing their impact 
and establishing them as viable alternatives to 
the existing scholarly communication model.”
As an example of the kind of alternative model 
they had in mind Van de Sompel and Lagoze 
cited a recent proposal that had been made by 
three Caltech researchers.
Today eprint archives are more commonly 
known as open access repositories, and while 
OAI-PMH remains the standard for exposing re-
pository metadata, the nature, scope and func-
tion of scholarly archives has broadened some-
what. As well as subject repositories like arXiv 
and PubMed Central, for instance, there are now 
thousands of institutional repositories. Impor-
tantly, these repositories have become the 
primary mechanism for providing green open 
access—i.e., making publicly-funded research 
papers freely available on the Internet. Current-
ly OpenDOAR lists over 3,600 OA repositories.
WORK IN PROGRESS
Fifteen years later, however, the task embarked 
upon at Santa Fe still remains a work in prog-
ress. Not only has it proved hugely difficult to 
persuade many researchers to make use of re-
positories, but the full potential of networking 
them has yet to be realised, not least because 
many repositories do not attach complete and 
consistent metadata to the items posted in 
them, or they only provide the metadata for a 
document, not the document itself. As a conse-
quence, locating and accessing content in OA 
repositories remains a hit and miss affair, and 
while many researchers now turn to Google 
and Google Scholar when looking for research 
papers, Google Scholar has not been as recep-
tive to indexing repository collections as OA 
advocates had hoped.”
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annual growth of 20,000-30,000 publicly-acces-
sible articles and manuscripts. When DOE PAG-
ES moves beyond the “beta” period, it will offer 
distributed full-text access to all DOE-affiliated 
accepted manuscripts or articles after an ad-
ministrative interval of 12 months.”
3. SHARE—the “Shared Access Resource Ecosys-
tem”—is a university-centric solution being de-
veloped by the Association of American Univer-
sities, the Association of Public and Land-grant 
Universities, and the Association of Research 
Libraries, working with the Center for Open Sci-
ence as development partner. According to a 
June 2013 briefing paper (http://www.arl.org/
storage/documents/publications/share-pro-
posal-07june13.pdf), “SHARE envisions that uni-
versities will collaborate with the Federal Gov-
ernment and others to host cross-institutional 
digital repositories of public access research 
publications that meet federal requirements for 
public availability and preservation. SHARE will 
have a central metadata aggregator and will also 
release event metadata. According to the July 
2014 SHARE newsletter, in June “the team be-
gan evaluation of content, API, and harvesting 
options from ClinicalTrials.gov, the Department 
of Energy’s (DOE) SciTech, ImpactStory, Cross-
Ref, the National Library of Medicine’s PubMed 
Central, and the Public Library of Science (PLoS). 
Development of initial code libraries and pars-
ing of content began on ClincialTrials.gov, DOE 
SciTech, and ImpactStory. In addition to these 
initial content streams, the team built a scrap-
ing integration API called “scrapi,” which will be 
used to manage the incoming content from 
many sources.”
4. DPLA: Although not focused on scholarly pub-
lishing, the Digital Public Library of America has 
put together a collaborative model that might 
work well for combining institutional reposito-
ries of scholarly works. This model combines a 
US PROGRESS
The US is taking several different approaches to this 
challenge:
1. CHORUS—the Clearinghouse for the Open 
Research of the United States—is a private en-
terprise run by CHOR, Inc, a 501c3 nonprofit. 
According to their website at chorusaccess.
org, CHORUS “leverages widely used technol-
ogy to facilitate a simple compliance process, 
optimized search and dashboard services, and 
multi-party archiving and preservation capa-
bilities.” It is intended to be “interoperable with 
other public-access delivery solutions, agency 
search portals, publisher platforms, and schol-
arly repositories and archives.” CHORUS points 
users to the best available version of articles 
on the publishers’ publication sites. The open 
programming and interface is intended to en-
couraging innovators to develop new tools and 
functionality “that further support public access 
and facilitates text/data mining on funded re-
search.”
2. PAGES—the Department of Energy’s Public Ac-
cess Gateway for Energy and Science—is the 
DOE portal that makes scholarly scientific pub-
lications resulting from DOE research funding 
publicly accessible and searchable at no charge 
to users. Launched in August 2014 in response 
to the February 2013 OSTP memorandum, PAG-
ES offers free public access to the best available 
full-text version of DOE-affiliated scholarly pub-
lications after an “administrative interval” of 12 
months. According to their website at osti.gov/
pages/search.jsp, “DOE PAGESBeta contains an 
initial collection of journal articles and accepted 
manuscripts as a demonstration of its function-
ality and eventual expanded content. Over the 
next year, additional metadata and links to ar-
ticles and accepted manuscripts will be added 
as they are submitted to OSTI, with anticipated 
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now each agency is to come up with their own plan. 
They’re overdue to submit their plans and so far only 
NIH and DOE are close, with DOE leaning towards CHO-
RUS and various other agencies working on their own 
solutions.”
What are the keys to making these systems work as 
hoped? According to David Wojick, “The key as far as 
PAGES is concerned will be providing good metadata 
that accurately identifies the funders of the research be-
ing reported on. This metadata is turning out to be sur-
prisingly difficult to get from the authors, even for the 
publishers. PAGES also needs the publication date in or-
der to apply the mandated embargo period. Acceptance 
per se is not enough. Linking to publishers and IRs on a 
grand scale is pretty complex.”
The biggest problem with SHARE, writes Wojick, is that 
they are simply going to harvest whatever metadata 
each repository provides, “so it is not clear how much 
true integration we will get. They are just beginning to 
address that issue.”
TO BUILD…
So what might a single, connected, all-scholarship re-
pository accomplish? One way to approach this ques-
tion is to explain what the currently disconnected sys-
tem cannot accomplish. Without a common platform or 
interoperability framework, digital fragmentation will 
continue to make information access worse and worse. 
Imagine the Internet without common standards—us-
ing computers that don’t talk to each other, don’t use 
a common language, and yet are supposed to work to-
gether to create a robust, dynamic, and usable pool of 
global knowledge.
This communications dysfunction is real and immediate 
in science. It demands not just creating a pie-in-the-sky 
future, but getting a handle on the information we have 
right now. Take HIV/AIDS research. No single database of 
research exists—nothing that ties together 30 years of 
research studies, data, protocols, and ideas. There are si-
central website with distributed ownership, al-
lowing libraries across the country to update and 
maintain materials while also making these ma-
terials accessible both through the DPLA website 
(dp.la) and through regional service hubs.
ISSUES WITH CURRENT EFFORTS
All of these systems—PAGES, OpenAIRE, and others— 
are just portals and aren’t designed to include the full 
text of articles (or additional research documents). And 
the success of all of these efforts will depend on the con-
tinued development and integration of institutional and 
commercial repositories. PAGES, for instance, will incor-
porate publisher-supplied metadata from CHORUS and 
link to publicly-accessible content. 
The reason PAGES chose this route instead of the ASR 
route, according to Mel DeSart, head of the engineering 
library at the University of Washington, dates back to 
the February 2013 OSTP directive encouraging the de-
velopment of “a strategy for leveraging existing archives, 
where appropriate, and fostering public/private part-
nerships with scientific journals relevant to the agency’s 
research.” OSTP was also looking for solutions that en-
courage public-private collaboration to:
1. maximize the potential for interoperability be-
tween public and private platforms and creative 
reuse to enhance value to all stakeholders,
2. avoid unnecessary duplication of existing mech-
anisms,
3. maximize the impact of the Federal research in-
vestment, and
4. otherwise assist with implementation of the 
agency plan.
A single, integrated platform is, in essence, what the 
OSTP intended to accomplish, agrees William Gunn. 
“They wanted to expand PubMed Central to PubFed 
Central. This broke apart due to interagency politics and 
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the information architecture and attract users based on 
how well it does in this regard. The same goes for AAAS 
and anyone else who wants to take this data and run 
with it. The first ASR would be the primary, common 
repository, but not the sole interface. Every institution 
and research organization should be able to get into this 
system and clean up its files, add links, add profiles, add 
new metadata, create colloquial summaries of the re-
search that can understood by outsiders, add databases, 
create connections to other research and researchers, 
do real-time test-comparisons of data (already being 
done through systems designed by LabKey in Seattle), 
and much more.”
The right balance of carrots and sticks is needed moving 
forward. Writes Dee Magnoni, research library director 
at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, a new all-schol-
arship system built from the ground up can include all 
the incentives needed to encourage participation—“the 
emerging ability to feed profiles with repository con-
tent, altmetrics, ORCID and VIVO info, etc. can go a long 
way to building incentives.”
…OR NOT TO BUILD?
On the other hand, do we need to design a new system 
in order to have true interoperability between reposi-
tories? That’s the big question right now. Some say yes, 
others say no—at least not yet. It’s possible, for instance, 
that we can accomplish the same end-goals of an ASR 
by simply improving participation in existing institu-
tional repositories (maybe through a massive sustained 
outreach campaign, suggests William Gunn). Or by con-
tinuing to build systems to interface with the reposito-
ries that researchers already use. “There are millions of 
researchers on Mendeley,” for instance, says Gunn, and 
“many hundreds of thousands … have up to date pub-
lication records on their profiles, suggesting one option 
is to leverage this work already done (and the hundreds 
of thousands in ORCID, for example), to fetch the publi-
cations automatically. Mendeley and ORCID have APIs & 
repos have deposit interfaces.”
los of databases, each with their own unique data head-
ers, but there is no standard between them (one is under 
development), no effort that ties all of this work togeth-
er (a small trial effort is struggling for funding), and no 
agreement among research institutions and networks 
to do this on a grand scale—not even an archive of all 
HIV/AIDS research papers that ties everything together 
and helps modern researchers look back and see what’s 
been done already and what was learned.
Even if the sole purpose of an ASR effort was to improve 
how we spend our increasingly scarce research dollars, 
we can posit that building a single, interoperable reposi-
tory will save billions of dollars and vastly improve re-
search efficiency and effectiveness.
And that’s not even considering what it will do for dis-
covery. Or considering fields outside of HIV/AIDS re-
search.
What would happen to institutional repositories and 
efforts like SHARE, CHORUS, PAGES, and other if a new, 
massive ASR was funded? Probably nothing, at least for 
years and years. It will take a village to pull this off, from 
institutions to current repository players to publishers 
and government agencies. This enterprise will take at 
least a decade to build but support will grow over time 
(and with it, funding and discovery). As it grows, the in-
centives will become the elephant in the room. For rea-
sons of visibility, discoverability, access, sustainability, 
reputation, ease of use, and so on, the reasons for using 
this system will be obvious and the reasons for not using 
it will sound irresponsible.
Also, a hundred new actors will enter this space—far 
more than there are now—and the competition this 
creates will drive innovation. Specifically, there doesn’t 
need to be just one ASR. In fact, says Glenn Hampson, 
the executive director of nSCI, “for reasons of sustainabil-
ity, access, innovation, security, preservation, and more, 
there should be many, and these should be shared, 
linked, archived, and replicated. The first ASR should be 
shared with Elsevier, so Elsevier can put its own spin on 
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Therefore, not everyone is convinced that re-inventing 
the wheel (yet again) is the best way to approach this 
issue. Writes Richard Poynder, “While I like the idea of an 
‘all-scholarship repository,’ I do wonder how practical it 
is. The OA movement has been promising a distributed 
network offering something like that for over a decade. 
Yet thirteen years after the OAI-PMH protocol was cre-
ated to facilitate interoperability between repositories I 
do not believe an effective network has yet to be cre-
ated, not least because repositories do not implement 
metadata properly. So I suspect the task is far from triv-
ial, both in terms of the technical and metadata work 
needed to build the infrastructure and because of the 
consequent cost, both the cost of setting it up and of 
maintaining it. And for so long as researchers continue 
to go to traditional publishers to publish their work any 
such network is going to be in competition with those 
publishers, who have a number of advantages.”
Indeed, Eric Van de Velde suggests that the objections 
to making any attempt at some version of an all-scholar-
ship repository (either centralized or distributed) can be 
grouped like this:
1. In the absence of strong OA pressures from the 
scholarly discipline (as for HEP and ArXiv), local 
repositories are likely to be best to obtain the 
maximum content. Moreover, they distribute 
the costs and efforts.
2. Thus far, standardization of local-repository prac-
tices and metadata has not succeeded.
3. The problems with metadata together with the 
limitations of OAI-PMH have made the feder-
ated approach a complete mess in terms of 
discovering/searching/managing/measuring 
Green OA scholarship.
4. The metadata approach is fundamentally flawed 
for the long term.
5. Repositories completely open up full text and all 
data. A more complete argument on this here: 
The Metadata Bubble (http://scitechsociety.
blogspot.com/2014/10/the-metadata-bubble.
html)
6. Institutions should be more open to having 
complete collections harvested by other insti-
tutions/services and collected into super-repos-
itories.
CONCLUSION
There are many inside and outside the current OSI group 
who are interested in continuing this initiative to explore 
a single repository approach. We all recognize that insti-
tutional repositories are an important—perhaps even 
central—issue in the OA conversation, and therefore, 
are calling it out here for further investigation and effort.
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The current system has presented two major challenges for those 
in the developing world (often referred to by economists as 
the global periphery, or those nations outside the global “core” 
economically): a lack of access to research information, and a lack 
of visibility (and therefore perceived value) of local research and 
science.
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The well-discussed problems of access to scholarly jour-
nals are even more acute in places where research and 
university (and library) budgets can be extremely low. At 
first, researchers in the global periphery took the view 
that open access would be a win-win situation, since it 
would allow them to read all research articles and the 
assumption was that they would be able to continue to 
publish (especially since most open access has not been 
an author-pays model)
However, there has been a gradual realization that new 
forms of scholarly communication may increase in-
equalities rather than bridge them. It has been observed 
that as “sweeping changes in the global north will see 
more northern research freely available to all online, 
the danger for locals is twofold: firstly, that they may be 
limited in their opportunities to publish (especially by 
expensive APCs) and, secondly, that their own research 
drowns in the worsening invisibility of the online discov-
erability sphere.”[15].
Indeed, as the author-pays model has become increas-
ingly prevalent, there is a concern that open access 
could further marginalize researchers from these re-
gions, creating “new enclosures to knowledge”[1], [14]. 
With average fees of US$2,097 to US$2,727 per article 
to publish in open access[2], APCs are completely out of 
reach for these researchers and make it very difficult to 
publish research generated in the south and by scholars 
from the ‘global north/center’ (as opposed to the global 
periphery), certainly not in the international journals 
produced in the north that would provide the kind of 
prestige measured by academic assessments systems all 
over the world. In a recent commentary, Indian scholars 
assert, “The great hopes raised by the rise of OA seem 
to be receding, despite the fact that the share of pa-
pers available on OA is increasing and more and more 
funders and governments are coming up with OA poli-
cies. The different constituencies—librarians, scientists, 
economists, activists in advanced countries and emerg-
ing countries—expect OA to solve widely different 
problems.“[3]
It was initially espoused that APCs would not be an issue 
for researchers in the global periphery because publish-
ers promised to grant those in the developing world a 
fee waiver (although those researchers would have to 
go hat in hand to publishers to give them charity pub-
lishing privileges, an unfortunate and power-laden rela-
tionship in itself ). However, there is some indication that 
waiver rules are gradually tightening, and one can en-
visage a time when they are eroded away to practically 
nothing. For example, the most liberal waiver policy has 
always been operated by PLoS. Over time this policy 
has degraded. Initially, PLoS had a no-questions asked 
policy, but this ended in 2010 and in 2014 the rules were 
tightened further.[4] BioMed Central began to tighten 
their rules on fee waivers in 2006.[5] Obtaining a waiver 
is even harder with hybrid OA. Elsevier’s policy reads, “If 
an author would like their article to be published open 
access, but cannot afford these fees, then individual 
waiver requests are considered on a case-by-case basis 
and may be granted in cases of genuine need”.[6] Even 
with waivers, researchers in the developing world do 
not want handouts, but rather to be equal participants 
in the scholarly communication system. In a letter to Na-
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ture, Raghavendra Gadagkar writes, “Page charges may 
be waived for authors who cannot afford to pay, but 
a model that depends on payment by authors can af-
ford only a few such waivers. And why should anyone 
want to survive on charity?”[7] In addition, the costs for 
a researcher from a non-English speaking country may 
well be larger due to the need to translate his/her paper 
into English. Even when articles and books are written 
directly in English and other major languages (non-na-
tive), the costs for language checks may be very high 
(i.e., prohibitive).
Intricately linked to these problems is the current value 
system for research. Scientific quality and visibility can 
often be tied (by grant agencies and tenure boards in 
particular) to journal rankings, as determined by impact 
factors. This situation has effectively left research evalu-
ation in the hands of international publishers and large 
scientific societies. Through their editorial policies, pub-
lishers decide what questions are important, and thus 
create a kind of “collective, flexible, largely unplanned, 
yet narrowly controlled, form of science policy for the 
developing world.”[8] Research published outside of 
these international journals, hence, is perceived to be 
of lesser quality. These journals have little incentive to 
change the current evaluation system, as it is directly re-
lated to their capacity to generate revenue.
As with all researchers, there are external pressures for 
researchers in the global periphery to be visible and 
therefore publish in international journals (in effect un-
derstood to be those published in the global north/cen-
ter). However, serious consequences arise from this. For 
example, scientists from the global south must contrib-
ute to problems affecting mostly rich countries rather 
than their own in order to be published in these journals, 
and important scientific questions are being slighted or 
ignored because of the need to publish in prestigious 
journals.[9][16] This issue has been referred to as the 
10/90 problem. The phenomenon in which 90% of the 
world’s R&D money is spent on the 10% of diseases that 
primarily affect people in developed countries, while 
only 10% is spent on diseases that mainly affect the 90% 
of people who live in the developing world. The problem 
is described by Leslie Chan, Associate Director of Bioline 
International, in an interview with Richard Poynder. “[W]
e still don’t have a good handle on malaria, on sleeping 
sickness and many other very common diseases that 
are found in the developing world,” says Chan. “And we 
don’t have a good handle on them because there just 
hasn’t been enough R&D money spent on them. They 
are neglected diseases.”[10]
In order to address these challenges, Latin American and 
African countries have sought to make local research 
more visible through local services like AJOL, Redalyc 
and SciELO. However, this could further isolate research 
in various regions. Research should be a global endeav-
our. Having two systems would surely be inefficient and 
perhaps counter-productive. It may also be worth not-
ing that the SciELO model in Brazil is being challenged. 
On October 29, 2014, the “Coordination of Improvement 
of Personnel in Higher Education” (CAPES) announced 
that it will launch two tenders to “internationalize” 100 
Brazilian journals through an agreement with a non-Bra-
zilian publisher.[11] In protest to this move, the commu-
nity of science editors in Brazil published an open letter 
directed to CAPES asking to be consulted and that the 
process be more transparent.[12]
It is essential that the decisions regarding a scholarly 
communication system which benefits global knowl-
edge should be “determined through a genuinely global 
conversation to create scholarship shaped by academic 
rigour and quality, disciplinary frameworks and research 
imperatives, not determined by geographical borders, 
technical and other inequalities or commercial gains”. [15]
Participation by commercial publishers in scholarly pub-
lishing (with their need to generate revenue) will, inexo-
rably, have implications for the global periphery in terms 
of their ability to fully participate in the system. For that 
reason, there are those who contend that scholarly pub-
lishing is not an area where for-profit companies should 
be involved. Others in this group, however, contend that 
the marketplace is better suited to assess demand and 
create sustainable solutions. The question for either ap-
proach, then, is how can we start to build institutional 
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capacity and mechanisms for regional and global col-
laboration so that we can capture, curate and share the 
knowledge that is being produced in our universities, 
and do so in a way that is inclusive and accessible?[13] 
After all, we have not yet done so despite over a decade 
of institutional repositories and OAI-PMH.
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